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ABSTRACT
This thesis aims to shed light on activities that took place during the Late and Terminal
Classic period (ca. A.D. 600 - 1000) in eight contexts within the Maya palace complex at Actuncan,
Belize. The form and paste composition of ceramic vessels gives insight on the potential function(s) of
the spaces in which they were found. Combining ceramic data with an examination of a palace’s
architecture and floor plan can allow one to infer function. Three types of structures were found
within Actuncan’s palace complex: administrative structures, residential structures, and ancillary
structures. Each of these groups has different criteria regarding architectural elements and layout,
and ceramic assemblages.
In addition, this research examines the socio-political status of the Late Classic inhabitants of
Actuncan’s palace complex and their relationship to a nearby site, Xunantunich. Examining
differences in palace architecture and associated ceramic assemblages from sites that were
simultaneously occupied can shed light on hierarchical relationships. In particular, the frequency
of ash ware rims and Chunhuitz group rims are examined. This research provides data to support the
notion that Actuncan was subordinate to Xunantunich during the Late Classic period.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This study aims to shed light on activities that took place during the Late and Terminal Classic
period (ca. A.D. 600 - 1000) in eight contexts within the Maya palace complex at Actuncan, Belize.
The form and paste composition of ceramic vessels gives insight on the potential function(s) of the
spaces in which they were found. Combining ceramic data with an examination of a palace structure’s
architecture and floor plan can allow one to infer function. In addition, this research examines the
socio-political status of the people who lived in Actuncan’s palace complex and their relationship to a
nearby site, Xunantunich. This is done through a comparison of ceramic assemblages from Actuncan’s
palace complex to ceramic assemblages from Xunantunich’s ceramic assemblages. These data will
contribute to our current understanding of the Upper Belize River Valley site’s political and social
history.
Palaces have long been a focus of Maya archaeology, but their interpretation has suffered
given the unquestioned assumption of early scholars that all palaces were royal residences
regardless of architectural diversity and complexity. The misclassification of ancient Maya
structures can be traced to their discovery in the early 1800s. Stemming from cultural constructs
of the Spanish aristocracy, early explorers saw monumental structures and labeled them
“palacios” or “palaces” (Christie 2003a). This early categorization quickly evolved into
researchers attempting to distinguish temples from residential architecture and deeming any civic
building that was not a pyramid a “palace” rather than a temple (Christie 2003a; Harrison 2003).
During the twentieth century, archaeologists began to criticize the use of the term “palace” in the
1

literature, recognizing that it lacked applicable meaning. Research throughout the twentieth
century used the layout of architecture to determine whether or not a structure was a palace.
Maya palaces can be found in many shapes and sizes including a single block of rooms that
Mayanists call range structures, as well as compounds made up of agglutinated room blocks,
patios, and other features (Harrison 1970).
While architectural configuration may help in determining activities that took place
within palace structures, the ambiguity of empty square and rectangular rooms is problematic to
their interpretation. This may be one reason earlier scholars did not discuss possible activities
that may have occurred within them (Christie 2003a). Further, the significance of their spaces
and locations are not fully understood due to the lack of features within palace rooms and
structures (LeCount et al. 2016). In order for archaeologists to better understand the function of
rooms and who lived in them, the location, architecture, and content of rooms or structures,
including any artifacts and debris contained within them, must be analyzed (Christie 2003a;
LeCount et al. 2016).
Mayanists now recognize that the diversity of palace architecture and the activities that
occurred within palace complexes can be attributed to differences in Maya social hierarchy
(Christie 2003a; Hendon 1987, 1989, 1991; Inomata and Houston 2001, 2009). Palaces are
components of Maya royal acropolises and the homes of Classic Maya courts, such as those
found at Tikal and Palenque; however, acropolises and courts varied in size and complexity of
activities they performed (Harrison 2003:100). While some scholars have suggested that the
room blocks comprising palaces served as multi-function spaces, others suggest that individual
rooms were single function spaces (Harrison 2003).
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One way to understand activities that took place in rooms and the status of the people
who lived there is through the analysis of ceramic forms and functions found within them. The
classic model most archaeologists employ when discussing and analyzing vessel function comes
from David Braun’s 1983 theory which proposes that ceramics are ancient tools. The paste
composition, form, and surface treatment of a vessel are three of the most important attributes
when determining function (Halley 1983; LeCount 1996; Rice 2005 [1987]).
Examining the paste composition of vessels can provide insight regarding vessel
functionality. In the Upper Belize Valley, vessels are primarily composed of two different temperedpastes: calcite and ash. Vessels made from calcite-tempered pastes are typically associated with a
more utilitarian use, while the majority of fine ash-tempered wares (especially polychromes) were
used as elite service vessels (Reents-Budet 1994).
The form of a vessel also lends invaluable information regarding its’ function. The Maya
themselves have given archaeologists information regarding the function of ceramic vessels in
the form of hieroglyphic text, known as the Primary Standard Sequence (PSS) (Foias 2004:148;
Houston et al. 1989; Reents-Budet 1994). Through combining multiple lines of evidence such as
pictorial programs, PSS hieroglyphic texts, and chemical analyses, archaeologists are able to
infer use-related activities for many different forms of Classic Maya vessels (LeCount
2001:945). Further, performance characteristics of vessel forms also lend information about what
they were used for because one of the important attributes about vessel form is its ability to
securely contain its contents (Braun 1983:108).
A second line of research investigates the ways pottery perpetuated social roles in
displaying status. Ceramics are reflective of the environment in which they were produced.
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Therefore, stylistic attributes can lend insight into the political landscape in which they were
manufactured and utilized (Braun 1983:108). Difference in the degree of decorative effort within
ceramic assemblages is one measure of the sociopolitical status of the people who used them
(Reents-Budet 1994). The distribution of different styles also indicates the degree to which the
ancient Maya regulated their production and exchange that underlies the value of pottery styles
(LeCount 1999).
This thesis therefore aims to use pottery forms and styles found within Actuncan’s palace
complex not only to address what activities took place there and the status of people who lived in
these rooms, but also to examine the political relationships between Actuncan and Xunantunich,
its closest neighbor and the provincial capital during the Late and Terminal Classic periods in the
Upper Belize River Valley. Understanding the variability and complexity of contemporaneous
palace architecture and the pottery within them will clarify the political landscape at this time.
Founded around 1000 B.C., Actuncan was one of the earliest sites in the Upper Belize
River Valley (Mixter et al. 2013:91) (Figure 1.1). Due to the recovery of a Preclassic stela,
scholars working at Actuncan have suggested the site was the seat of an early king (LeCount et
al. 2011; Mixter et al. 2013:92). During the Terminal Preclassic period (ca. 200 B.C. - A.D. 300),
the majority of Actuncan’s civic structures were built, which coincides with Actuncan becoming
the epicenter of power in the region (LeCount et al. 2016:456; Mixter et al. 2013:92). During the
Early Classic period (ca. A.D. 300 – 600), Actuncan lost its regional prominence (Mixter et al.
2013:92) and power shifted to Buenavista del Cayo, another nearby site (LeCount and Yaeger
2010).
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Figure 1.1. Map of Actuncan and other Maya sites in the Belize River Valley (from
LeCount 2004:Figure 1).

Power in the Upper Belize River valley was once again shifted during the Late Classic
period (ca. A.D. 600 - 780), and Xunantunich became the regional capital (LeCount and Yaeger
2010). It was at this time that Actuncan’s palace complex was constructed (Mixter et al.
2013:92). Scholars such as LeCount and colleagues (2016:461) hypothesize that the rapid
construction and small size of Actuncan’s palace compound indicate it was most likely occupied
by a noble family that would have been subservient to a royal king at a nearby site. Given that
the regional capital of Xunantunich is only 2 km south of Actuncan, scholars have suggested that
the ruler of Xunantunich placed a subordinate family at Actuncan as a means to control the area
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(Mixter et al. 2013:100). Actuncan’s palace compound would have served as a noble residence
fulfilling an aulic or curial role as opposed to that of a territorial role (Houston and Inomata
2009:180).
In this thesis, I test three hypotheses regarding the ceramic assemblages from Actuncan’s
palace complex to provide more concrete data to address the function and range of activities that
took place within the palace rooms. In addition to room function, these questions investigate who
might have lived in Actuncan’s palace and what their relationship may have been to a larger
nearby site, Xunantunich.
First, I hypothesize that if some palace rooms were more residential in function then they
will have more multi-functional ceramic assemblages than those rooms which were used for
more specific functions such as ritual, storage, or administration. Following LeCount’s (1996)
classification of vessels at Xunantunich, ceramics are categorized by form, which in the Maya
lowlands follows function closely. Form, as well as paste composition and surface treatment,
should indicate if the ceramics were employed in cooking, serving, or ritual functions, associated
with public or private feasting or daily meals. In addition, Julia Hendon’s (1987, 1989, 1991)
categories of functional activity sets (residential, ancillary and ritual) will be applied to the
Actuncan dataset. Using this knowledge coupled with examining the various types of
architectural elements present in the rooms, it is possible to determine the variety of activities
that occurred in palace rooms.
Second, I hypothesize that if inhabitants in Actuncan’s palace were subordinate to
Xunantunich, ceramic assemblages from Xunantunich’s royal palace will have a higher
frequency of a ceramic group that contains polychrome types (i.e., Chunhuitz Group) and ash-
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wares than Actuncan’s noble palace assemblages. According to Reents-Budet (1994:87-8),
polychrome serving vessels were used by elites when hosting large feasting events, and the
gifting of polychrome vessels was a way to establish and maintain relationships. Further, it is
thought that the elite had some form of control over the distribution of polychrome vessels
during the Late Classic Period (Foais 2004:151). Therefore, the distribution of ash ware
polychromes is important for understanding status and social relationships. I compare previously
published data on the ceramic assemblages from Xunantunich’s royal palace complex (LeCount
1999) to the data I collected from Actuncan’s noble palace complex in order to either support or
deny this hypothesis.
Third, I hypothesize that if the inhabitants of Actuncan’s noble palace were non-local people
from outside the valley, ceramic assemblages from Actuncan’s palace will have a higher
frequency of exotic ceramic types than Xunantunich’s royal palace assemblages. Lisa LeCount
(personal communication, 2017) has proposed that the palace may have not been a permanent
residence for a local leader, rather the palace served as a temporary location for visiting rulers to
stay. This research aims to provide data to address these ideas by comparing ceramic assemblages
between the two site’s palace complexes.
In the second chapter I delve into the history of Maya palace excavations. I discuss how
archaeologists distinguish between different types of palace structures and how palace
complexes as a whole can be ranked within a political hierarchy based on the presence or
absence of certain architectural elements. Chapter 2 also examines the Classic Maya court and
discusses rulership and courtier titles and hierarchy. In Chapter 3 I give an overview of the
history of Actuncan and discuss the excavations that have occurred at the palace complex. I
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provide an overview of each structure’s ceramic assemblage. Chapter 4 explains how certain
ceramic attributes are used as archeological correlates for function and status and the variables
recorded on ceramic assemblages are discussed in detail. Statistical analyses testing these ideas
with data from Actuncan’s palace assemblages are included in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6
interprets what this data means regarding the function of rooms at Actuncan and the Late Classic
relationship between Actuncan and Xunantunich.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND THEORETICAL SIGNIFICANCE
The existence of royal residences, or “palaces,” has been documented in many of the
great civilizations of antiquity. Past and present cultures across the globe have constructed
architecture to house the upper echelons of society. Cross-culturally, palaces act as a stage for
the ruling class to display their power (Christie 2006:6). The ancient Maya of Mesoamerica were
no exception. For the Maya, “palaces,” in addition to being residences, provided permanent ties
to the landscape that solidified the ruling elite’s right to dominance. The monumental nature of
the architecture served as a visual display of the ruling elite’s power through access and control
to the wealth and authority that the palaces themselves represented.
As a set of rooms built atop platforms, “palaces” can be either isolated buildings
containing multiple rooms or components of Maya acropolises, which were the homes of Late
Classic Maya ruling families and the locations of the royal courts. Palaces can vary in size,
number of rooms, area of rooms, and the location within a site. Additionally, some sites may
have numerous structures and complexes identified as palaces, while other sites have only a
single palace. Therefore, scholars conducting research in the Maya lowlands have had a difficult
time identifying what activities took place in palaces and who might have lived there due to the
architectural complexity and variation inherent in these structures. Understanding this variation
is central to this thesis, because my questions about the Actuncan palace revolve around who
inhabited it and what types of activities took place within the rooms of the palace. Examining
variation among lowland palaces can also help answer questions regarding the political
organization of Actuncan and the relationship it had with nearby sites because palaces have been
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associated with a wide range of socio-political statuses including paramount rulers, vassals
subservient to overlords, and non-ruling nobles.
When discussing Maya palaces there are a number of considerations that need to be taken
into account. First, what is a palace? To answer this question, I review the history surrounding
the evolving nature of the archaeological classification of these structures. Second, how do we
identify who occupied ancient palaces? Here, I provide examples of palace variability in the
Maya lowlands through an examination of previously excavated palaces at other sites. I discuss
this variability in terms of “royal” palace features and “noble” palace features and examine the
different capacities in which these buildings functioned. Because residential palaces were not
strictly limited to royalty (nobility also built residential palaces), I discuss Classic Maya social
stratification to help clarify who might have lived in these structures and how we can identify
their social standing through an analysis of palace activities. Maya social stratification is
examined within the context of the royal court in an effort to better understand the roles of
individuals who inhabited palaces, either on a permanent or temporary basis. Third, what types
of activities were performed in palaces? Once I flesh-out the range of activities that took place in
palace rooms, then I can develop more specific hypotheses concerning the people and sociopolitical undertakings that took place in Actuncan’s palace.

Historical Background: The Development of Scholarship and Research Regarding Maya Palaces

The ambiguities surrounding the function of ancient Maya structures can be traced to
their discovery in the early 1800s. Stemming from cultural constructs of the Spanish aristocracy,
early explorers saw monumental, multi-roomed structures and labeled them “palacios” (Christie
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2003a:2; Harrison 1970:203). This early categorization was used by archaeologists to distinguish
between habitable structures they called palaces and religious structures they called temples
(Christie 2003a:2; Harrison 1970:203, 2003:100; Harrison and Andrews 2004 [1998]:113). In
order to do so, early scholars examined the architectural floor-plan to determine whether or not a
structure was a palace or a temple; however, they gave little thought as to what exactly this
classification and differentiation in terminology actually meant (Inomata and Houston 2001:5).
Lindon Satterwaite (1933) employed a more empirical approach when investigating
architecture at the site of Piedras Negras, Guatemala. He concluded that architectural form alone
was not sufficient in determining the function of a building as a palace or temple. He suggested
that material remains should be paramount in establishing domestic activity. Satterwaite claimed
that palaces were not accommodating dwellings for permanent residence due to their
architectural features that resulted in high humidity, cramped interiors, and dark rooms.
Furthermore, he inferred that there had not been permanent residents living in the palaces of
Piedras Negras based on the lack of material evidence for sleeping and eating (Christie 2003a:45). While Satterwaite’s data furthered the understanding of Maya cityscapes, he was just
beginning to scrape the surface of the study of Maya palaces.
During the late twentieth century, archaeologists began to criticize the use of the term
“palace” in the literature. They suggested that previous usages of the word were vague and
lacked applicable meaning (Christie 2003a:3; Harrison 2003:100). Additionally, some scholars
have argued that it is inappropriate to apply the term “palace” to Maya structures because of its
inherent western connotations (Quilter 2004:VIII). To help clarify the categorical ambiguity of
what constituted a palace, many researchers called for more detailed and thorough analyses of
the palace’s location within the broader site, the associated artifacts and debris found within and
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around the palace, their architectural characteristics, and the layout of rooms (Christie 2003a:4;
LeCount et al. 2016).
Peter Harrison (1970, 2003:100) was one of first archaeologists to suggest that “some
palaces served a few specific functions while others served many.” Currently, there is a common
consensus among scholars that some large and complexly organized palaces served as a
residence for the ruling elite and were also a place of political and religious activities (Christie
2003a:5). Palaces therefore are considered to have contained both public and private spaces. It is
also generally agreed upon that the ambiguity surrounding the functional nature of palaces is
reflective of the complex political landscape social structure in which they were constructed.
Therefore, in the next section, I present the details of Classic Maya palace excavations from
major sites such as Tikal and Copan, and Upper Belize River Valley sites such as Minanha and
Xunantunich. These examples show not only the progress scholars have made in their analysis
techniques and methodology, but also illustrate the variation and complexity of architecture
classified as a palace.

Palace Excavations

Tikal Palace Excavations. Systematic excavations conducted at the site of Tikal during
the 1970s began to shed light on the function and complexity of palace structures. Peter Harrison
(1970) examined Late Classic palace structures in Tikal’s Central Acropolis to gain insights on
the function(s) of particular buildings within it. Located next to the ceremonial center in the core
of Tikal, the monumental Central Acropolis occupies an area of over 1.7 hectares (Harrison
1970, 2003:98). Six courtyards comprise the Central Acropolis, with each court containing
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numerous flanking structures. The largest of these is Court 5D-6, located on the eastern side of
the Central Acropolis (See Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. Map of Tikal’s Central Acropolis (from Harrison 1970:Figure 1).

In an attempt to understand the residential and non-residential functions of individual
palaces, Harrison (1970) created a system of typology in which he sorted structures into four
categories based on floor plans. Starting with the first category, subsequent categories are
increasingly complex. Within the Central Acropolis, Harrison surveyed excavated floor plans
and identified tandem and transverse rooms as the distinguishing feature by which to compare
the function of buildings. Tandem rooms are defined as “rooms parallel to each other and
extending along the longitudinal axis of the building,” while transverse rooms “are those at right
angles to the longitudinal axis of the building” (Harrison 1970:94). He classified structures based
13

on the presence or absence of tandem and/or transverse rooms. The first category, no-tandem/notransverse, classifies single-room structures. The second, no-tandem/transverse, describes
structures made up of two to three rooms. The third, tandem/no-transverse, are structures made
up of multiple rooms none of which are transverse. Lastly, the fourth category,
tandem/transverse, refers to structures with many different layouts that contain both tandem and
transverse rooms. This group comprises the most complex floor plans, evidencing a great amount
of variation within this categorization (Harrison 2003:Figure 4.4; See Figure 2.2 for structural
examples of Harrison’s four-part typology).
The presence or absence of “ranging” is another architectural feature that is important to
note. “Ranged rooms are those aligned end to end along the longitudinal axis and separated by
walls of primary construction” (Harrison 1970:95-6). Jeffrey Seibert (2006:108) notes that in
Harrison’s later work, he makes a distinction between two types of range structures: those whose
have tandem rooms which are oriented in the same direction and those that have two series of
rooms facing in opposite directions (Harrison 1999:185-6). This distinction has been used by
other archaeologists to assign function to Maya palace complexes across the Upper Belize River
Valley.
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Figure 2.2. a.) no-tandem/no-transverse; b.) tandem/no-transverse; c.) no-tandem/transverse; d.)
tandem/transverse (from Harrison 2003:Figure 4.4)
In addition to the floor-plan of a structure and the presence or absence of “ranging,”
Harrison also accounted for other architectural factors, grouping these into “primary attributes”
and “secondary attributes.” The primary attributes he recorded were the presence or absence of
exterior windows, interior niches, and elevated rear floors. He also took the structure’s
orientation into account and recorded the number of doorways present on the facade. The
secondary attributes that were documented were any horizontal building additions or additional
stories added (vertical building additions), any other modifications to the structure, modifications
related to the control of pedestrian traffic, the presence of sub-spring wall holes, and the presence
of benches (Harrison 1970:88).
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Based on his survey, Harrison (1970) correlated room traits to the four types of structures
in order to determine the function of palaces. In other words, when considered together, the
typology of a structure and the associated primary and secondary attributes were the basis of a
model concerning palace function. Because the structures in the two most complex categories tandem/transverse and tandem/no-transverse - share many of the same attributes, Harrison
determined that these structures functioned similarly. He suggests that the most complex
structures - tandem/transverse - primarily functioned as permanent residences, while the second
most complex structures - tandem/no-transverse - served as temporary residences. He notes that
this does not rule out secondary functions for these two types of structures. For less complexly
organized no-tandem/transverse room arrangements, he could not determine a function (Harrison
1970:300-01). However, the no-tandem/no-transverse structures (single room structures) are
thought to have functioned as “store-houses” or “special oratories.” These four types of
structures, and the function(s) associated with each type were applied to the palace structures of
the Central Acropolis.
With regard to the structures in the Central Acropolis, Harrison found only one structure,
5D-46, that provided all the elements indicative of permanent residency. Other structures varied
in functionality, ranging from temporary residences, burial sites, and audience halls (called
audiencias). Harrison’s (1970) research at Tikal suggests that the Central Acropolis served as the
venue for a wide variety of activities including residences for royals and court members, as well
as the location for many courtly activities (Inomata and Houston 2001:5).
Although Harrison’s work was groundbreaking, it only focused on palaces within the
Central Acropolis at Tikal. Many structures around the ceremonial nucleus of Tikal, such as the
‘Bat Palace’ and Group 7 F-1, have been positively identified as palaces due to their architectural
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features, but at the time, they had not received as much excavation (Harrison 2003:100). Other
than basic mapping, there was no collection of materials or descriptions of intricate room details
for these structures. However, Harrison’s work at the palaces of the Central Acropolis and those
surrounding the ceremonial center at Tikal has provided archaeologists with a set of variables to
identify Maya structures as palaces at other sites.
Copan Palace Excavations. From 1975 to 1977, research at the site of Copan, Honduras
was conducted to better understand Maya social organization during the Late Classic period.
Following the theory that architecture is a physical manifestation of social stratification, the
Copan Project documented over 3,400 structures including palaces within the urban core of the
site (Webster 1989:5). Copan’s urban core is comprised of the site’s regal-ritual nucleus, known
as the Main Group, and two residential zones that are linked to the Main Group by causeways: El
Bosque and Las Sepulturas (Webster 1989:11). During the Classic period, Copan’s Main Group
became the religious and administrative center of the site. The Main Group is composed of
monumental architecture such as temples and palaces which reflect the power its’ rulers and
inhabitants encompassed (Robin 2004:157; Sharer et al. 2005:140). The two areas surrounding
the Main Group - El Bosque and Las Sepulturas - consist of many residential elite groups
(Hendon 1987). Considering many architectural and spatial variables such as location, layout,
construction material, and size, a five-type system of classification was devised to categorize
“site” types, which are aggregates of structures and mounds clustered together or physically
attached to each other on the urban or rural landscape (Fash and Fasquelle 2005:12). This system
of classification is called the Harvard typology (Webster 1989:11).
In the Harvard typology, the lowest on the scale in terms of complexity are Type 1
groups. Groups that fall into this category are typically composed of a few simply built structures
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around one small courtyard, with mounds reaching a maximum height of 1.5 meters. Type 2
groups consist of six to nine mounds surrounding one to two courtyards. The maximum height of
the mounds increases to 3 meters, and some buildings in this classification are constructed using
shaped stone. Type 3 groups are similar to Type 2 groups in regard to the amount of mounds and
courtyards they are composed of. The main difference is that the mounds in Type 3 groups reach
a maximum of 4.75 meters, and the construction material is more elaborate. Even more complex
are the Type 4 groups. These groups exhibit mounds with a maximum height of 10 meters
surrounding multiple connected courtyards. In this category, construction material of some
buildings includes vaulted roofs and sculpture (Christie 2003a:6; Hendon 1987:53; Webster
1989:7; See Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The final category - Major Center - refers to the core
ceremonial center of a site (Hendon 1987:54). To further clarify this classification Hendon
(1987:54) states that Major Centers “are the focal point of a regional system, the culmination of a
hierarchy of sites.” Gordon Willey and Richard Leventhal (1979) applied this typology while
surveying the Copan Valley to examine variations in settlement arrangements.
They found Type 1 and 2 groups scattered across the site, both inside and outside of the
urban core. Forty-nine structures were classified as Type 3 and 4 groups, and all were within a 4
km radius of the Main Group (Webster 1989:11); in fact, the majority of the Type 3 and 4 groups
were situated in El Bosque and Las Sepulturas. The Main Group is the only area at the site of
Copan that fit the criteria to be classified as a Major Center (Hendon 1987:53). The intricate
residential system of Copan, mapped out by Willey and Leventhal’s system of classification, was
used by subsequent researchers and has been applied to other Maya sites and regions, including
the Belize Valley.
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Figure 2.3. Harvard Typology Types 1-3 (from Webster 1989:Figure 4)
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Figure 2.4. Group 9N-8, example of Type 4 group based on Harvard typology (from Webster
1989:Figure 4)
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In the 1980s, Julia Hendon (1987, 1989, 1991) examined noble palace complexes in the
Las Sepulturas zone of Copan. Three complexes - Groups 9M-22, 9M-24, and 9N-8 - were
chosen for analysis (Hendon 1987, 1989; Robin 2004:157). Each complex contains a single
courtyard, or series of connected courtyards, surrounded by structures. Moving beyond previous
researcher's work that focused solely on architectural features, Hendon examined artifacts and
building decorations, in a comprehensive approach to architectural identification and
interpretation (Christie 2003a:6).

Figure 2.5. Group 9M-22 Patios A and B (from Hendon 1991:Figure 3)
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Figure 2.6. Group 9M-24 (from Hendon 1991:Figure 4)

Hendon selected Groups 9M-22, 9M-24, and 9N-8 for analysis because these three noble
complexes were given different group rankings on the Harvard typology scale. The largest and
most complex is the impressive Group 9N-8 (Figure 2.4). Located only 700 meters from the
Main Group, it is one of the largest Type 4 complexes on the site. From 1980 to 1984, Group
9N-8 excavations revealed around 60 structures connected through a series of 15+ courtyards.
The second complex, Group 9M-22 (Figure 2.5), is 250 meters west of Group 9N-8. This
complex is composed of 20+ structures that surround three connecting courtyards. It is classified
as a Type 3 group. The third complex analyzed is Group 9M-24 (Figure 2.6). This Type 1 group
contains five structures surrounding a single courtyard (Hendon 1987:75-7, 1989, 1991:897;
Webster 1989). These three groups were the basis of Hendon’s non-architectural investigation
into the functional role of noble (not royal) palace complexes, and further, shed light on Late
Classic social structure.
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In the first step of her functional analysis, Hendon identified six different types of
domestic activities indicative of residential occupation (Hendon 1987:21-25; 1989:373;
1991:900). She suggested that artifacts can be associated with many of these activities, and the
appearance of certain types of artifacts could suggest potential function of structures. The six
classes of activities she identified are as follows:

1.) “Food preparation and cooking”- This class includes activities such as grinding maize,
butchering meat, and cooking. Hendon suggests assemblages containing artifacts such as metates
and manos (grinding stones), three-pronged braziers, comals (griddles), and calderos (large
bowls), as well as the presence of carbon can indicate food preparation as a function of the space
in which they were found (Hendon 1987:22,352,520; 1991:901).

2.) “Food serving and consumption” - This class includes activities relating to the
presentation, serving, and consumption of food. Artifacts used for serving and consuming food
include decorated ceramics such as dishes, plates, bowls, and cylinders (Hendon 1987:352;
1991:901).

3.) “Manufacturing and production” - This class encompasses activities related to the
manufacture and production of both utilitarian and special function items. A wide range of
artifacts are associated with the manufacture and production of items. Examples of manufacture
and production artifacts include obsidian tools and debris, awls, spindle whorls, shell ornaments,
and bone needles (Hendon 1991:901).
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4.) “Ritual observances” - This class includes activities related to religious and
ceremonial practices. Censers, figurines, and candeleros are artifacts indicative of ritual function
(Hendon 1991:901-04).

5.) “Storage” - This class includes activities relating to the storage of food and water in
pottery containers. Artifacts associated with storage include restricted neck bowls and both small
and large jars (Hendon 1991:901).

6.) “Sleeping” - This class is particularly interesting because there are no artifacts directly
associated with it, only architectural features. It has been posited that some masonry benches
may have functioned as beds (Hendon 1989:373; 1991).

During her analysis, Hendon looked for evidence of these activity classes in the artifact
assemblages and architectural features of noble complexes (Hendon 1987:21-4). Certain types of
artifacts such as ceramic vessel forms, bones, lithics, and ground-stone, were of particular
interest due to their well-documented relationship with certain types of activities. Based on the
distribution of artifacts within a noble complex, Hendon (1991:900) was able to delineate three
types of buildings with differing primary functions - residential, ancillary, and ritual.
First, and most numerous, are residential structures. These multifunction buildings were
used for a variety of day-to-day activities such as sleeping, cooking, eating, production, and
family-based religious purposes. Typically, residential buildings were constructed of stone. Their
foundation was built upon a paved, raised, platform, with the area around the structure forming a
terrace, but the number of rooms varies immensely among residential structures. Benches are a
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common architectural feature seen in some rooms of residential structures. These are thought to
have functioned as spaces for sitting and sleeping. Small, benchless rooms with no direct access
point also are commonly found in residential structures. Artifact assemblages from these types of
rooms indicate food production and storage as the primary function. Artifacts indicative of other
classes of activities such as food consumption, ritual observance, and production were found in
rooms with and without benches. Apart from functioning as walkways, terraces were used as
spaces for preparing food and producing utilitarian items. The artifact assemblages associated
with residential structures provide independent (not architectural) evidence for buildings with
multifunctional capacities (Hendon 1989:379, 1991:901-02; Robin 2004:157).
The second type of building is an ancillary structure. These consist of small platforms
that occasionally supported small, single room, perishable structures. Ancillary structures
exhibited artifact assemblages with items related to food storage and cooking but lacked
decorated service vessels and ritual items. These buildings can be thought of as places used for
storage and to cook food. Artifacts indicative of food storage and production dominate these
assemblages (Hendon 1991:900-01; Robin 2004:157).
Ritual structures make up the third type of buildings. This group encompasses a variety
of structures because they look different from all other structures in their complexes. In addition,
these structures do not have associated middens. Artifacts indicative of ritual function, as
described above, were found in these structures (Hendon 1987:539-543; 1989:378; 1991:903).
The distribution of different types of structures within the three noble palace complexes
was analyzed to understand variations within and between the complexes. Not surprisingly,
Hendon found ample evidence for residential occupation in all three groups. She argued that
each separate courtyard (Group 9M-24’s single courtyard and the numerous courtyards within
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Group 9N-8 and 9M-22) was inhabited by an extended noble family. However, there was a great
deal of variation in wealth, production, and status among those living in a single courtyard. The
highest ranking noble member of each courtyard inhabited the largest, most complex structure,
which closely resembled that of a royal residence, just on a less grandiose scale. In addition to
the great variation of status and wealth within a single courtyard, there was also evidence of
status and wealth variation between the three noble palace complexes (Hendon 1991; Robin
2004:159).
Minanha Palace Excavations. In 1999, Trent University began excavations at the site of
Minanha located in western Belize. Archaeologists working at Minanha, such as Jeffrey Seibert
(2006), aimed to understand the political climate of the Classic Maya through an examination of
public architecture. Seibert focused his investigations on the function of Structure 12A, a range
structure at Minanha thus continuing palace research into the twenty-first century.
Structure 12A is a range structure whose facade faces one of the site’s main plazas Plaza A. The rear of Structure 12A and the buildings surrounding it, form an enclosed area
known as Courtyard F. Rising over 6 meters in height, Structure 12A was accessed by a staircase
on the front facade of the building. In addition to the staircase, excavations revealed a second
staircase that descends down the rear of Structure 12A, which served as the only entry point into
Courtyard F. Atop Structure 12A are two series of ranging rooms. One range faces outward
towards the public Plaza A, while the other range faces inward towards the private Courtyard F.
A central walkway intersects the two series of ranging rooms. Using Harrison’s (1999) typology
for range structures, Seibert classified Structure 12A as a Type 2 range structure, which means
that it has two series of rooms facing in opposite directions (Harrison 1999:185-6; Seibert
2006:108).
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As aforementioned, Classic Maya range structures can be discussed in two broad
functional categories: those that were more residential in nature and those that served in an
administrative capacity. As noted by Seibert (2006:110), Jeff Kowalski (1987) provided criteria
for both of these functions. Range structures that functioned in a residential capacity are typically
part of multi-courtyard groups, have limited access to interior spaces, yield elite artifactual
assemblages, and are more private in nature. In contrast, the facade of an administrative range
structure faces a public plaza and has a staircase leading to the top of the structure. In addition,
the central axis of an administrative range structure has a bench or throne (Seibert 2006:110).
Seibert examined the orientation and architectural features of Structure 12A in order to
determine what capacity it functioned in.
Due to Structure 12A’s publicly oriented facade, multiple benches, and front staircase,
Seibert extrapolates that the building’s primary function was administrative. He calls Structure
12A a “public range structure” (Seibert 2006:107). In addition to serving in a public role,
Structure 12A acted as a visual boundary on the landscape - denoting public and private space.
Xunantunich Palace Excavations. Xunantunich, is situated in the Upper Belize River
Valley only 2 km south of Actuncan (Figure 2.7). Xunantunich is of particular interest for this
thesis because of its close proximity to Actuncan, and its rapid rise to power during the Late
Classic period. The Xunantunich Archaeological Project (1991-1997) and the Xunantunich
Palace Excavations program (2003) focused on investigating the construction and subsequent
modifications of the site’s central palace complex in order to understand the social and political
changes that occurred at Xunantunich during the Late Classic period (E. Harrison 1996:72;
Yaeger 2005:2).
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Figure 2.7. Map of Xunantunich (from LeCount and Yaeger 2010:Figure I.1)
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Figure 2.8. Xunantunich’s Group A: The Palace Complex - Hypothetical reconstruction (from
Yaeger 2010:Figure 7.1).

Composed of four structures (Structures. A-10, A-11, A-12, and A-13) and an enclosed
courtyard (Plaza A-III), the Xunantunich palace complex is located on the northern edge of the
site’s monumental core (Figure 2.8). XAP and XPE excavated the entire eastern half of Structure
A-13, as well as the entirety of Structure A-11. Excavations also were conducted on Structures
A-12 and A-10, as well as the west side of Structure A-13, but these areas are not completely
cleared. Both Structures A-10 and A-12 are thought to be range structures with rooms containing
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benches. These rooms are thought to have functioned as meeting areas, or audiencias (Yaeger
2010:152). A series of three platforms – Structures A-23, A-24, and A-25 - are located to the east
of Group A. LeCount (2010:144, 1999:244) suggests these ancillary platforms functioned as the
kitchen area for the palace complex.
On the southern side of the palace complex is Structure A-13. This large structure has
two series of range rooms that face in opposite directions, with a transverse room flanking either
end of the series. Typically, an odd number of doorways (e.g. 3, 5, 7, 9, etc.) is observed along
the main facade of a range structure (Harrison 1970:125). Therefore, even though the western
half of Structure A-13 has not been excavated, archaeologists suspect the western floorplan to
mirror the excavated, eastern floor plan of the structure (Yaeger 2010).
The facade of Structure A-13 faces Plaza A-II, which is one of the site’s main public
plazas. Along the facade is a range of seven rooms. These rooms are accessed by a central
staircase which leads to a series of nine doorways. Three of the nine doorways grant access to the
central room, which is much larger than the remaining six rooms. A long bench runs along the
back wall of the central room and abuts the two side walls. This bench is bisected by a walkway
that leads to the rear of the building. The remaining six rooms along the facade are each accessed
by a single doorway. These rooms are relatively the same size and each contains a masonry
bench.
Facing inwards towards Plaza A-III is Structure A-13’s second range of rooms. This
series of rooms is very similar to the range on the facade, the major difference being the way the
space of the central room is divided. Like its mirror twin, the long central room on the facade is
accessed by three doorways and bisected by a walkway. The rear range divides this same space
into three separate areas. The central area has a walkway bisecting it. On either side of the
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walkway are two benches facing each other. On either side of the central rear space is a room
with a bench - very similar to the remaining six back rooms.
The architectural layout and features of Structure A-13 align with Harrison’s (1999)
criteria for a Type 2 range structure. Structure A-13’s facade faces a public plaza and has a
staircase along the central axis. In addition, it has a bench along the central room of the façade,
although a walkway bisects it. These three features conform to Kowalski’s (1987:85) criteria for
the administrative function of a range structure. In addition, Yaeger (2003:20) suggests that the
close proximity to the site’s formal entrance (the Grand Staircase) coupled with the public nature
of the rooms along the facade indicate Structure A-13 most likely served in an administrative
capacity. He goes on to postulate that inhabitants of the area surrounding Xunantunich may have
come to Structure A-13 to meet with elites about issues ranging from tribute to ritual matters
(Yaeger 2005:20). The rooms comprising the range structure would have functioned as meeting
areas, or audiencias (LeCount 1999:243).
Directly to the north of Structure A-13 is Structure A-11. Structure A-11 is a two-story
palace with a central staircase. Its “Lower Building” has a series of five rooms which face the
enclosed and private Plaza A-III. At the top of Structure A-11’s central staircase is a wide terrace
providing access to three doorways. Each of the three doorways contains a set of holes which
would have been used to hang curtains. The central doorway leads to the largest of the five front
rooms, Room 9. The doorways to the right and left of the central doorway both open up to a
room. These rooms are both flanked by a smaller room on the periphery. The two small rooms
on the periphery allowed access to the interior rooms of Structure A-11. These rooms comprise
the “Upper Building” (Yaeger 2005:14; 2010:150-1).
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Although the front rooms of Structure A-11’s Lower Building were accessible, they were
much more private and restricted than those on Structure A-13, the building at the front of the
complex. Yaeger (2005:20; 2010:150) argues that the five lower rooms of Structure A-11 may
have been used for more private and important meetings between members of the court and
perhaps even the ruler. He also notes that the most private area in the entire complex is above
and behind these five rooms in Structure A-11’s Upper Building. The physical size and layout,
along with relatively limited access suggests residence as the primary function of this area. The
configuration of these rooms and the restricted access led Yaeger (2005:20) to argue that back
rooms of Structure A-11 were the ruler’s royal residence.
Yaeger (2010:147) argues that the expansion of Xunantunich’s monumental core and the
construction of the palace complex signal a reorganization of power in the Upper Belize River
Valley at the beginning of the Late Classic period (~A.D. 650). He cites three lines of evidence
for Xunantunich’s rapid transformation of power. First, the late construction of the palace
complex indicated that Xunantunich’s royal court was moved from a previous location, probably
El Castillo. Typically, royal palace complexes are occupied for centuries because their long
occupation creates a sense of continuity among members of the royal court and signals who is a
member and who is not. The construction and habitation of a new royal palace likely signals a
new royal line. The second line of evidence for a political transformation is the sudden
construction of not just a palace complex, but an expansion of the entire civic core of
Xunantunich. A massive project such as this would have required a large amount of manpower an amount Xunantunich’s ruler did not have had access to in the centuries prior. Lastly, Yaeger
argues that artifacts associated with the palace complex such as decorative sculpture indicate a
new ruler’s attempt to establish and legitimize their authority. These lines of evidence are
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indicative of a major transformation and reorganization of power at Xunantunich around ~A.D.
650 (Yaeger 2010:147-50).

Royal Versus Noble Palace Complexes.

The research outlined above provides examples of Classic palace complexes and the great
variation seen within this category across the Maya landscape. When examining palaces in
detail, two important distinctions can be made. The first is a distinction between royal versus
noble palace complexes. The second is a distinction between public, administrative palaces
versus private, residential complexes. This is not to say that these distinctions are fixed
categories. Rather, certain types of artifact assemblages in association with certain types of
palace architecture can help determine these distinctions.
The monumental and extravagant royal palace complexes, such as Tikal’s Central
Acropolis, contain elaborate elements that set it apart from noble palace complexes such as
Copan’s 9N-8. In general, royal palace complexes are much larger than their noble palace
counterparts. There is greater complexity in the architecture and artifact assemblages associated
with royal palaces. Therefore, the size and complexity of palace structures and complexes is of
the utmost importance when determining whether they are royal or noble.
Another important aspect of palace architecture is the distinction between public
administrative palaces versus private residential complexes. This is largely determined by
examining the types of structures present in a complex and the location of the complex in
relation to the rest of the site. This is not to say that these two functions were the exclusive uses
for a palace complex, rather individual architectural units can help determine the primary use of
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a structure. As Harrison (2003:116) notes, palaces served numerous roles such as administrative,
ritual, judicial, residential, and military; therefore, a palace structure could be used in a multifunctional capacity or serve a single function.
To better understand the structure and function of Maya palace complexes, a discussion
of the royal court is imperative because it was an inseparable aspect of palace life. The next
section discusses the Maya court and defines important terms related to the court, palaces, and
Classic Maya social stratification.

Late Classic Social Status and the Classic Maya Court

Maya palace complexes are a ubiquitous feature of ancient Maya cityscapes. As the
homes and courts of the Maya elite, palaces provide insights into the social and political
institutions for which they were constructed (Martin 2001:168). In this section, I delve into the
nature of Classic Maya social statuses, particularity the elites, and examine their roles within a
court.
Status. The intragroup dynamics of the Maya should be investigated through an
examination of multiple lines of evidence such as architectural and artifactual data, as well as
hieroglyphic texts. For the Maya, status played a vital role in day-to-day life for both
differentiating and uniting social groups. One of the best ways to determine status categories is
based on emic categories about how the Classic Maya spoke about themselves. Now that
archaeologists are able to read Mayan hieroglyphs, specific titles have been attributed to different
kingly and courtly roles. These titles help to differentiate and define ancient Maya social identity.
For the purpose of this thesis I discuss categories of elite in depth in order to explain who is
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included within these classifications. In this section I do not discuss commoners. While I
recognize the fact that commoners, who made up the bulk of Classic Maya society, were also
quite variable in terms of status, they did not live in palaces and therefore are not the subject of
this thesis.
Elite and Nonelite. The “elites” of Maya civilization and the varying descriptions they
have been given were a social group separate from the “nonelites.” For decades many scholars
have used the terms “elite” and “nonelite” to discuss different levels of Maya social classification
but have done so without explicit explanation as to who they consider to be included in these
groups. It is worth mentioning that many archaeologists do not view the distinction between
elites and nonelites as hard and fast categories, rather they see the line between these classes as
imperfectly defined (Houston and Stuart 2001:59; Kowalewski et al. 1992:261). When it is not
used methodically, the label “elite” acts as a grouping term and does a disservice in explaining
the dynamic relationships within and between the groups it encompasses. Members of Maya
society who fall under the generic umbrella of “elite” comprised a complex social group, which
included royalty and nobility (Inomata and Houston 2009:171). Outside those that occupied the
office of “holy lord,” high ranking members within the Classic society are defined as nonregnal
elites (Houston and Stuart 2001:54), generally glossed as nobles. This raises the question of who
was considered to be royal, noble, and a member of the court. These divisions can be seen
through examining titles in hieroglyphic texts the Maya themselves created, as well as their
material culture.
Royal. The term royal refers to the king and the associated ruling families of Classic
Maya society (Inomata and Houston 2001; Robin 2004:149). Divine kings achieved their status
through contact with the supernatural, contrary to earlier leaders who did not have standardized
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practices and procedures regarding succession through dynastic lineages (Reese-Taylor and
Walker 2002: 92). Evidence of this institution can be seen through the emergence of dynamic
regional polities, kingly burials, specialized iconography associated with kings, stelae displaying
inscriptions of individual names and lines of succession, and palace constructions. During the
transition from the Early Classic period to Late Classic period, there is an increase of
independent lines of evidence to identify specific social groups in the archaeological record. The
complexity of royal culture increased throughout the Classic period, as evidenced by the highly
sophisticated art, architecture, and writing from the period (Martin and Grube 2008:14).
However, royals can be better understood in relation to their courts, which I discuss in the
following section.
Noble. The term noble refers to non-royal members of Classic society who were of high
status (Robin 2004:149). Besides royalty, noble members of Classic Maya society are the only
other group to have been identified by titles in hieroglyphic text. Nobles were important for the
royal rulers’ political ambitions. According to Inomata and Houston (2009:163-165), the
percentage of the noble population needed to be well-balanced for successful kingship and polity
relations. Nobles provided resources, services, and counsel to the king. If too many nobles
existed however land, labor and goods would become sparse. This problem could cause less
affluent nobles to leave their polities in an effort to find better opportunities elsewhere.
Recruiting new nobles without intense scrutiny could lead to a lack of pertinent valuable
information leaving the king with a weak counsel. Further, too many nobles would cause status
degradation because they may become nearly congruent to those of nonelite status, thus
rendering class divisions obsolete. On the other hand, if a king had an underdeveloped noble
class, competition and rivalry would be heightened and the king’s unique status would be
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challenged. Magnates, nobles who were able to rise through the ranks, proposed a greater threat
within Maya polities.
One way to understand nobles is to examine them in relation to others, such as those of
subordinate status, those of higher status, and those of equal status (Inomata and Houston
2009:164). Just because an individual or lineage was of “noble” status, it did not necessarily
mean that they had material wealth. Genealogy without wealth often resulted in nobility, while
wealth alone rarely did (Inomata and Houston 2009:45). Nobility could not be self-declared;
rather it had to be bestowed upon by someone of higher status (Inomata and Houston 2009:164).
Due to the high mortality rate during the Classic period, new nobles needed to be easily
generated to replace the loss of valued elites, specifically warriors (Inomata and Houston
2009:165). It is important to note that the titles referring to nobility were not included in
hieroglyphic text until the Late Classic period (Inomata and Houston 2009:171). Inomata and
Houston (2009:175-6) have suggested that the late appearance of nobles in the written record
points to two possibilities: either the nobility was not conceived until the Late Classic period, or
if they did exist prior to the Late Classic, they did so in small numbers.
The Court. Throughout the years, the term court has been used to examine the political
structure and relationships of the Classic Maya. Maya scholars have provided various definitions
and in-depth discussions of this term, and many have noted that there are two ways to
conceptualize a court in regard to the Maya (Ball and Tashek 2001:168; Harrison 2003:116;
Inomata 2001:27; Inomata and Houston 2001:3, 2009:150). The first way to conceptualize a
court is in terms of its physical setting - a palace. The second way is in terms of an exclusive
group of individuals who met with the purpose of providing prescribed principles and laws to
members of the polity; in other words, the people who were grouped together to benefit a ruling
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individual (Inomata and Houston 2001:3-6). The relationships within the aforementioned group
created the human component of the court (Inomata and Houston 2009:150). For the purpose of
this thesis, I am using Inomata’s definition of a court which is, “a group of individuals, including
the ruler and those who assist and attend this person in physical proximity, generally in culturally
ordered spatial settings” (Inomata 2001:27). However, to understand the political structure of the
Classic Maya, both components of the court must be taken into account. Investigations of the
physical manifestation of a court allow archaeologists to theorize about the court’s human
component.
Inomata and Houston (2001; 2009:150) have argued that courts provided the foundation
for rule and governance within Classic Maya society. The court varied in its composition,
functionality, and purpose. The historical framework of the court was exclusive to the locality of
the cities in which they were established (Houston and Stuart 2001:57). The locality and
appearance of the palace - monumental and at a city’s core - served as a strong visual
manifestation of the political establishment, while functioning as a domestic realm where
procreation, daily life, and production were engaged from within (Inomata and Houston
2009:150-2).
Courtly Titles. Due to breakthroughs in the translation of Mayan hieroglyphs over the
past few decades, epigraphers have been able to decipher many texts dealing with courtly titles.
These titles provide evidence for social stratification in the Classic Maya political landscape
(Harrison 2003:114). Courtly titles can be thought of as the roles or offices Maya individuals
embodied. At any given time, an individual could possess multiple titles (Houston and Inomata
2009:174; Houston and Stuart 2001:60), and there is evidence that certain offices were very
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closely related (Harrison 2003:115). A discussion of some important courtly titles is detailed
below:
Ajaw: Meaning “lord” or “ruler” (Harrison 2003:114), is the earliest evidence of the royal
hieroglyphic title “ajaw,” dating to around 300 B.C. (Inomata and Houston 2009:132). Many
believe that the spoken term and the notion of kingship can be traced to the origins of Mayan
languages (Houston and Stuart 2001:59; Inomata and Houston 2009:131). The derivation of this
term is thought to have first meant “he who shouts,” and later evolved to mean “great lord”
(Houston and Stuart 2001:59). During the Early Classic period, some rulers began using the title
“k’uhul ajaw” meaning “holy lord” (Martin and Grube 2008:17). This differentiation between
“ajaw” and “k’uhul ajaw” provided another level of hierarchy for the Maya elite. Typically, only
heirs of the holy lord were able to ascend the throne and become king, but in some instances, this
was not the case (Harrison 2003:108-9; Inomata and Houston 2009:144). Ancestors, who were
considered to be gods, played a pivotal role in the validation of power and the right to rule
(Harrison 2003:108).

Aj-k’uhuun: Commonly recorded in hieroglyphic text, this noble title is often associated
with priestly activities. Classic period imagery depicts the aj-k’uhuun conducting incensing
rituals to signal the end of calendar cycles (Houston and Inomata 2009:172-3).

Kalomte: This special title was used by the rulers of the most powerful sites during the
Classic period (Martin and Grube 2008:17). There is currently no evidence of a kalomte being
subservient to anyone, making this office the paramount position an individual could have
(Christie 2003b:331).
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Sajal: Roughly translating to “one who fears,” this title first appears during the Late
Classic period (Houston and Stuart 2001:61). This office is thought to have been fulfilled by a
noble who answered to an ajaw (Harrison 2003:114). A sajal could be placed in charge of a
smaller site, which was ultimately controlled by a royal (ajaw) at a nearby, larger site (Harrison
2003:14; Houston and Inomata 2009:175). Jackson (2013:65-66) notes the term sajal is often
times associated with military activities. When a sajal referred to themselves in terms of who
they were subordinate to, they used the term “usajal” which means “the noble of.” (Martin and
Grube 2008:19).

In summary, a political hierarchy can be seen in Classic Maya rulership. The noble sajal
answered to a an ajaw. Within the ajaw title, further differentiation can be seen when examining
the distinction between an ajaw, lord, and a k’uhul ajaw, or holy lord. The pinnacle title of
rulership, kalomte, was reserved for the most powerful Classic leaders. The hierarchy I have
outlined is in no way complete or exhaustive but can shed light on the intricate political
relationships forged throughout the Classic period.
Other Courtly Titles. As aforementioned, a palace was not only a place where a ruler
lived, but the physical location of many administrative and ritual activities. Harrison (2003:106)
discusses many types of people who may have visited/resided at palaces for a number of reasons.
Some examples include scholars, servants, visiting elites, foreign ball players, and artisans. Other
courtly titles also have been described in Classic Maya text, many of which were artists (Inomata
and Houston 2009:257). The title aj-tz’ib which translates to “word,” “paint,” (Braswell
2001:311) or “he of the painting,” was commonly used to refer to individuals that were elite
scribe-artist (Inomata and Houston 2009:257). Examples of signed objects provide evidence for
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the important role scribes played in Classic Maya courts (Reents-Budet 1994:47). Scribes used
different types of media to display hieroglyphs such as masonry stelae, stucco architecture,
ceramic vessels, paper, and carved wood (Inomata and Houston 2009:257; Reents-Budet
1994:41). Hieroglyphic texts recorded numerous types of information such as dates, names of
rulers, rituals, and important events (Reents-Budet 1994:56). Another medium of Maya art was
intricately woven textiles. Although the material evidence of these items is absent in the
archaeological record, depictions on ceramic vessels provide evidence regarding their existence
and importance during the Classic period (Inomata and Houston 2009:270). Archaeological data
combined with depictions on vessels provides evidence that many textiles were produced by elite
women (Robin 2004:159).

Conclusions

For this thesis, it is important to discuss the nature of residence within the context of the
court. Compounding evidence from investigations over the past few decades have illuminated
the fact that Classic Maya courts served more purposes than merely a place of residence for the
royal family. Harrison (2003:105) emphasizes the difference between permanent and
nonpermanent residents. While there may have been a large number of individuals at the royal
court at any given time, only a fraction of those individuals, for example one or two extended
families, would have considered the palace complex to be their permanent home and place of
residence. The temporary residents could have taken the form of a variety of individuals such as
visiting dignitaries, scholars, warriors, or courtiers (Harrison 2003:104-6). Wealthy and/or
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powerful nobles formed “courts” that were separate from the royal court, in a physical sense
(Inomata and Houston 2001:7).
When examined as a whole, Maya palaces across the lowland landscape share similar
elements. Typically, palaces are multi-room structures that have attached ancillary rooms, are
elevated, and are situated near the center of the site. The size of the buildings is evidence for
monumental investment in materials and labor, therefore, they can be used to infer the political
hierarchy of sites within a polity. When examined at a smaller scale, differences in the size,
complexity, and location of palaces within a site can be used to reconstruct local socio-political
status and relationships (Harrison 2003:100; Inomata and Houston 2009:157). While seemingly
theatrical in nature, the costume, artwork, and food associated with courtly life served as a clear
marker defining the status of those allowed within the palace walls (Inomata and Houston
2009:151). Palaces therefore provided an avenue for understanding the dynamic political
relations that affected the whole of the society.
Power is as varied as the architecture that shapes the many palaces found across ancient
Maya sites. The understanding of the royal court must be shaped from the broad investigations of
the varying layouts and developments (Houston and Stuart 2001:57). The definition of the royal
court must focus on the physical, architectural aspects, as well as the function the court assumed
(Harrison 2003:116). Current research is attempting to investigate the relationship between royal
courts, and secondary, or nonroyal courts (Houston and Stuart 2001:61; Inomata and Houston
2001:7). Examining sites with nonroyal courts, such as Actuncan, and the nearby royal court of
Xunantunich, can provide a lens through which these relationships can be investigated.
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CHAPTER 3: THE SITE OF ACTUNCAN: CONTEXT AND SAMPLES
Actuncan’s Culture History

The Upper Belize River Valley has a long prehistory. Humans began inhabiting the
valley as early as 1000 B.C., at the beginning of the Preclassic period (ca. 1000 B.C. - A.D. 300).
Maya people continued to flourish into the Classic period (ca. A.D. 300 -1000). During the
Classic period, over twenty sites ranging in size and complexity were scattered across the Upper
Belize River valley landscape. Among these sites are Actuncan and Xunantunich, the regional
center of power during the Late Classic period (LeCount et al. 2016:456).
Actuncan was founded around 1000 B.C. making it one of the earliest sites in the region
(Mixter et al. 2013:91). A Late Preclassic stela discovered at Actuncan establishes the site as the
seat of an early king (Fahsen and Grube 2005:79; LeCount et al. 2011; Mixter et al. 2013:92).
Construction volumetrics also yield data suggesting that the majority of the civic structures on
the site were erected during the Terminal Preclassic period (ca. 100 B.C. - A.D. 300) when
Actuncan was the epicenter of power (LeCount et al. 2016:456; Mixter et al. 2013:92). The site
lost its regional prominence in the Early Classic period (ca. A.D. 300 - 600) based on the
Actuncan Archaeological Project’s discovery of an interruption of monumental construction and
ritual termination of multiple elite residences sometime around A.D. 400 (Mixter et al. 2013:92).
During the Early Classic period power shifted to another nearby site in the region, Buenavista del
Cayo (LeCount and Yaeger 2010). Throughout the centuries of political decline, Actuncan’s
neglected monumental structures began to deteriorate.
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In the Late Classic period (ca. A.D. 600 - 780), power in the Upper Belize River valley
once again shifted, and Xunantunich became the regional capital (LeCount and Yaeger 2010).
This timeline runs parallel with the construction of Actuncan’s palace compound. This
compound was created by the building of a series of patio groups (Group 8) and the renovation
of Structure 19, the largest range structure at the site, to which the patio groups were appended
(Mixter et al. 2013:92). Lisa LeCount and colleagues (2016:461) hypothesize that the rapid
construction and small size of Actuncan’s palace compound indicate it was most likely occupied
by a noble family that would have been subservient to a divine king at a nearby site. Given that
the regional capital of Xunantunich is only 2 km south of Actuncan, Mixter and colleagues
(2013:100) suggest that Xunantunich placed a subordinate family at Actuncan as a means to
control the area. If this is the case, Actuncan’s palace compound would have served as a noble
residence fulfilling an aulic or curial role as opposed to that of a territorial one (Houston and
Inomata 2009:180).

The Site of Actuncan and The Actuncan Archaeological Project

In 1993, James McGovern conducted a survey of the site, dividing it into two parts:
Actuncan North and Actuncan South (Figure 3.1). The two sections are connected by a sacbe, or
wide causeway. Located in Actuncan North is the civic center containing pyramids surrounded
by elite houses, range structures, a ball court, and the “Northern Neighborhood,” a residential
area with commoner patio groups. Actuncan South consists of a Triadic Pyramidal Complex that
was initially constructed during the Late Preclassic period (LeCount and Blitz 2012:3).
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Figure 3.1. Map of Actuncan.

The Actuncan Archaeological Project (AAP), under the direction of Dr. Lisa LeCount,
has been investigating the role households had in the evolution of lowland Maya kingship during
Actuncan’s 2,000-year occupation (LeCount and Blitz 2001; LeCount et al. 2005; LeCount and
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Keller 2011; LeCount and Blitz 2012; LeCount et al. 2013). As the Maya developed into a more
complex, state-level society, their political structure and kinship relations were reorganized
resulting in the development of a class system and ideological stratification. This change
manifested in a reorganization of domestic activity and space and increased exclusivity in terms
of access to wealth and authority (LeCount 2014:1; LeCount and Keller 2011:1-2; Simova 2012).
The AAP is looking to establish the impact the Classic period institution of kingship had on elite
and commoner relations through the excavation of households (LeCount 2014:1).
LeCount (2014) has hypothesized two models that may account for the cause of the
centralization of authority. The first model suggests that well-established families may have
refused to give up coveted resources to newly established kings, while families that did not have
strong ancestral ties to the area may have given these newly established kings resources in the
hopes of gaining better status over time. LeCount (2014:1) states that this would manifest in the
construction of a residence for the ruler (a palace), the fragmentation of elite households, and
more distinct levels of economic status for commoners. Alternatively, the second model she
proposes suggests that rulers may have negotiated equitably with all families, providing them
resources such as land or access to luxury goods, in an effort to consolidate authority over
households. If this was the case, then elite and commoner households should show steady
development, even possibly prosperity, as power and authority was centralized (LeCount
2014:1).
To investigate these hypotheses the AAP has excavated numerous households at
Actuncan which include three elite houses, six commoner patio-focused groups, an integrative
civic structure (Group 4), and a palace complex (Structure 19 and Group 8). Currently,
excavation data indicate stable construction of commoner households, but many periods of
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occupational interruption for elite households. LeCount (2014:2) argues that the instability seen
in the construction of elite households can be attributed to competition for power within the elite
class, although this competition for power was subsequent to the institutionalization of kingship,
in the Classic period, not coeval with the rise of kingship in the Preclassic. This pattern suggests
that centralizing power was initially successful, enticing others to the site, but later resulted in
competition for power (LeCount 2014:2-12).

Sampled Palace Rooms

In 2012, Thomas Jamison, David Mixter, and Carolyn Freiwald conducted excavations
on Structure 19 and Group 8, Actuncan’s palace compound. They hypothesized that changes to
Structure 19 and Group 8 over time would be indicative of the evolving nature of authority at the
site. These excavations explored the construction histories of individual rooms and spaces in
Structure 19 and Group 8 (Jamison 2013; Mixter and Freiwald 2013). Range structures that are
located in a central area of a civic center and contain ancillary rooms in the rear, such as
Structure 19 and Group 8, are typically thought to be the house and court of the ruler. These
structures not only served as a place of residence for rulers but were physical manifestation of
the ruler’s authority and administration via the court (Harrison 2003; LeCount et al. 2013:4).
Structure 19 is the only range structure of this nature at the site of Actuncan, and Group 8
follows the typical description of patios surrounded by ancillary structures that occur at the rear
of range structures. Prior to the 2012 excavations, the only information we had regarding this
structure was from McGovern’s 1994 excavations. This work consisted of an 8 x 2m trench that
exposed the Early Classic southern staircase (LeCount et al. 2013:4).
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In the scope of my research, ceramic samples were analyzed from eight areas within the
palace compound: Structure 19 (Room 1, 2, and 3), Structure 19B, Structure 20, Structure 21A,
Structure 21B, and Structure 22 (Figure 3.2). Assemblages from Group 8’s Patio 1, and a
Terminal Classic period Termination Deposit found in the northwest corner of Patio 1 also were
analyzed. In the following sections, I provide a description of the sampled areas, and a list of
sampled lots by area can be found in Appendix A, Table A.1.

Figure 3.2. Map of Actuncan with a red box around the palace (left), and detailed map of
Structure 19 and Group 8 with the location of 2012 excavations in gray and 1994 excavations in
green (right). From Mixter and Freiwald 2013:Figure 3.1.
Structure 19 (Operation 22)

Structure 19 is a 41m long by 22m wide range structure located in the civic core of
Actuncan. Standing at an impressive 5.6m tall, it is the largest range structure on the site
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(McGovern 2004:134). During the Late Classic period, a multi-patio group (Group 8) was
constructed behind it. This final configuration is the subject of this study.
In 2012, AAP excavations of Structure 19 were conducted on the eastern side of the
building and the summit. A deep trench followed the previously exposed stairway to the top of
the platform, and horizontal excavations on the summit revealed 3 rooms on the eastern half of
the building (Jamison 2013). These rooms were designated Room 1, Room 2, and Room 3
(Figure 3.3). The Maya were notorious for constructing buildings in symmetrical room-blocks,
leading LeCount and colleagues (2016:458) to believe that Structure 19 consists of five rooms,
the three that were excavated and two more located to the west of Room 3.
Before excavations were begun, it was believed that this Structure 19 may have two rows
of opposite facing rooms (one row facing the public plaza and the other row facing the towards
Patio 1 and Group 8) and served in a residential capacity (LeCount 2013:4). However, 2012
excavations revealed a single row of rooms facing towards the public plaza. This architectural
configuration indicates that this structure was actually more administrative in function rather
than residential (Mixter et al. 2013:100; Mixter 2017:70). As aforementioned in Chapter 2, Jeff
Kowalski (1987) provided criteria for both administrative and residential functions of range
structures. Range structures that functioned in a residential capacity are typically part of multicourtyard groups, have limited access to interior spaces, yield elite artifactual assemblages, and
are more private in nature. In contrast, the facade of an administrative range structure faces a
public plaza and has a staircase leading to the top of the structure. In addition, the central axis of
an administrative range structure has a bench or throne (Seibert 2006:110). Structure 19 meets all
of the criteria for a public administrative range structure.
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Based on the analysis of ceramic diagnostics from these excavations, the construction of
Structure 19 began in the Terminal Preclassic period, but the building underwent many additions
and renovations during the Late Classic period (LeCount et al. 2016:458). Structure 19
excavations revealed three construction phases; however, my project is most concerned with the
last phase, called Structure 19-1st in standardized excavation terminology among Mayanists. It is
during this last phase of construction that the range structure took on the characteristics of a
multi-roomed palace.

Figure 3.3. Drawing of Room 1, Room 2, and Room 3 from Structure 19-1st. Illustration
by Merle Alfaro. From Jamison 2013:Figure 2.10.
Room 1. Located on the eastern side of Structure 19’s summit is Room 1. The 2012
excavations revealed a plaster floor, known as Blue Floor, very close to the ground surface
(LeCount et al. 2016:458). Room 1 is an L-shaped room with a bench in the northwest corner
(formed by Coconut and Pine Walls). On the eastern side of the bench a cluster of artifacts were
unearthed that Jamison and Mixter hypothesize are a termination deposit. Artifacts in this
assemblage include a Terminal Classic Mount Maloney bowl and fragments of a carved shell
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pendant. The wall (Mahogany) that runs along the eastern perimeter of Room 1 was in poor
condition and close to collapse. A much lower wall (Sapote) lines the western perimeter of the
room, serving as a partition between Rooms 1 and 2 (Jamison 2013:19).
Room 2. Directly to the west of Room 1 is Room 2. A bench was exposed in western part
of the room. It is thought that this bench originally spanned the entire length of Room 2 but was
damaged and eroded due to modern vegetation. Blue Floor from Room 1 is the same floor found
in Room 2 (connected through the doorways and summit platform); but during the Late Classic
period, it was resurfaced in Room 2. This resurfacing is called White Floor (LeCount et al.
2016:458).
Room 3. Room 3 is situated at the middle point of Structure 19, making it the central axis
of the building. Along the backside (north) of Room 3 is a large L-shaped bench (its front wall is
called Cocoyol) that extends the entire length of the room. After accounting for the bench, the
remaining space of the room was .60 meters deep (Jamison 2013:19; LeCount et al. 2016:458).
Blue Floor also was extended into Room 3.

Group 8

Group 8 is a multi-patio group that is situated behind Structure 19 and extends towards
the north (LeCount et al 2016:461; Mixter and Freiwald 2013). The construction of Group 8
dates to the Late Classic period. This is the same time that Structure 19 underwent renovations to
take its final form as a palace. Group 8 is composed of three patios (Patios 1, 2, and 3), which are
surrounded by 8 structures (Structures 19B, 20, 21A, 21B, 22, 24, 25, and 83). Centrally located
on the northern side of Structure 19 is the largest of the patios, Patio 1. Patio 1 is surrounded by
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four structures: Structures 20, 21A, 21B, and 22. Excavations in 2012 explored all these rooms
except Structure 20, as well as Structure 19B, a small, low platform appended to Structure 19 on
the east. Structure 20 was excavated during the 2004 field season (LeCount et al. 2005). These
five structures are detailed below.
Structure 19B (Operation 25). Off the eastern side of Structure 19 lies a small, attached
platform known as Structure 19B. In 2012, excavations were conducted on both the northern and
southern sides of Structure 19B. The southern side of the platform was constructed of roughly
carved limestone, and it rises 60 cm high. Structure 19B’s northern edge meets Patio 2. A high
frequency of ceramics dating to the Late Classic period were uncovered during excavations.
Before excavations, Structure 19B was thought to be associated with the construction of
Structure 19, but the location of Structure 19B and the date of the material excavated from the
platform indicate that Structure 19B was actually part of the Group 8 construction (Jamison
2013:27-8).
Structure 20 (Suboperations 4B, C, D, E). Structure 20 extends off the north side of
Structure 19 and stretches along the western side of Patio 1. During the 2004 field season, a 2 m
deep by 8 m long trench was dug across the entire width of the platform to find evidence that
would yield data to support its interpretation as a residence. Additionally, a large 2 x 2 m
excavation was dug in the southwest corner of the courtyard in an effort to find middens
associated with Structure 20. These excavations uncovered the last phase of construction of the
platform, which dates to the Late Classic period. Structure 20 is a low platform with low
masonry footings that represent the foundations of superstructures. Excavations revealed a wall
made of cut limestone blocks across the eastern side of the structure, the side facing the Patio.
On the back of the platform is a bench surrounded by limestone block walls covered in plaster.
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Due to time constraints it is unknown whether this bench is in one or two rooms. It is thought
that the front of the platform may have been the foundation for a perishable, possibly domestic
structure (LeCount and Blitz 2005).
Structure 21A/B (Operations 23 and 24). Structures 21A and 21B will be discussed
together because they shared the same substructural platform during their final phase of
construction. Additionally, these two structures are located beside each other and share the
northern side of Patio 1(Mixter and Freiwald 2013:47).
Structure 21B is a low platform that spans across the majority of the northern perimeter
of Patio 1. In 2012, excavations began on Structure 21B as Operation 23, a 4 x 3m long trench.
These excavations found that Structure 21B was built in a single, major construction phase.
According to Mixter (2013), the platform likely supported perishable structures but this evidence
is difficult to find in the archaeological record. While smaller in height, this structure resembles
the food preparation platforms located at Xunantunich; therefore, it is the best candidate for
having a specialized capacity (LeCount 2010; Mixter et al. 2013).
Directly adjacent to Structure 21B is Structure 21A, excavated as Operation 24. These
excavations reveal that Structure 21A contains three phases of construction all dating to the Late
Classic period. During the two earliest phases (Str. 21A-2nd and 21A-3rd), the building took the
form of a recessed room that occupied the northwestern corner of Patio 1. This small, but wellbuilt room was constructed with masonry walls and a series of red painted plaster floors (Onion
and Manioc Floors) (Mixter et al. 2013). The presence of a small carved limestone monument in
the recessed room suggests a special ritual use (LeCount et al 2016:460; Mixter and Freiwald
2013). Structure 21A’s final form (Str. 21A-1st) was much different than its previous two forms.
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A platform was built over the recessed room, making Structure 21A 60 cm taller than Structure
21B. To the west of the platform is a terrace measuring around 4 x 4 m.
Patio 1. Operation 23 and 24 excavations also revealed that Patio 1 had three distinct
floors, two of which correspond to the construction program of Group 8. The earlier of the two
Late Classic floors (Potato) was constructed at the same time as Structure 21B. Before the
construction of Structure 21A, the final floor of Patio 1 was paved. This floor is called either
Lettuce or Squash depending on its location (called Squash Floor in Op 23 and Lettuce Floor in
Op 24).
Termination Deposit. Additionally, Operation 24 investigated the northwestern corner of
the patio which touched the southern (patio side) façade of Structure 21A. Before excavations, it
was believed that the northwest corner of the courtyard’s patio might contain a dense midden;
however, excavations revealed that the high concentration of artifacts was a termination ritual
deposit dating to the Terminal Classic period (Mixter and Freiwald 2013:48).
Structure 22 (Operation 20). Structure 22 is located on the eastern side of Patio 1. Prior
to the 2012 excavations, Structure 22 exhibited a large disturbance near the center of the
structure which is thought to have been caused by looters. Due to Structure 22’s location - on the
eastern side of the most prominent patio - it was hypothesized that this could be an ancestor
shrine. Excavations during the 2012 field season yielded 15 units with 105 lots, however, no
burials (or fragments of human bone) were uncovered (Mixter and Freiwald 2013:36-7).
Structure 22 has three construction phases that span from the Terminal Late Preclassic to the
Late/Terminal Classic period (Mixter and Freiwald 2013:36-8). This thesis is concerned with the
two construction phases that date to the Late Classic period, called Structures 22-1st and 22-2nd.
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The most recent phase of construction, Structure 22-1st, was so heavily disturbed that no
superstructures were found during excavations. What is left of the terminal construction phase is
a substructure that is 2 m tall. The underlying Structure 22-2nd is a platform finished with a
plaster surface that is 90cm tall. During this phase Structure 22 was accessed on the western side
(the side abutting Patio 1) by a set of three stairs. A 70cm high wall was uncovered on the
eastern side of Structure 22.
During the Late Classic period, it was common for families to inter the dead in the
eastern structure of a residential group (Mixter and Freidwald 2013:46). Excavations of eastern
structures at many lowland Maya sites have yielded burials, further supporting this notion
(Mixter and Freidwald 2013:46). Although AAP excavations did not recover burials, Structure
22 is still considered an ancestor shrine because of its position within the patio and the style of its
architecture (Mixter et al. 2013:98). Mixter, Jamison, and LeCount (2013:98) have suggested
that the burial practices of Actuncan’s palace residents differed from the lower status members of
the site.

Geochemical Testing of Plaster Floors within Actuncan’s Palace Complex

In 2016, LeCount and colleagues conducted a geochemical analysis of 198 soil samples
taken from plaster floors within Actuncan’s Palace Complex. These investigations focused on
floors within Structure 19 and Group 8’s Patio 1 to determine possible functions of these spaces.
Plaster floors from all three of Structure 19’s last phase of construction (Str. 19-1st) were
sampled. These are known as Blue Floor in Room 1 and Room 3, and White Floor in Room 2.
Both floors date to the Late Classic period. Traces of P (phosphorus) were found in all three
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rooms indicating that they were used for the preparation, storage, or consumption of food.
LeCount and colleagues hypothesize that while the results indicate the presence of organic
material (food) in all three rooms, the way in which the rooms were used differed. They suggest
that the architectural arrangement of Structure 19’s central room, Room 3, may have been used
to entertain small groups of people and participate in food consumption in a private setting
because the soil signatures were concentrated in small, discreet locations. Room 2 is suggested to
have been used for food storage because the phosphorus signatures were more defused. Room
3’s phosphorous signatures were found in the foorway, and therefore it may have been used for
the preparation of food and possibly a locale where food could have been “eaten in the doorway
in the sight of others” (LeCount et al. 2016:462).
Samples from Patio 1 in Group 8 were taken from three different locales: Lettuce Floor in
front of Structure 21A, Squash Floor in front of Structure 21B, and Elmer 1 Floor in front of
Structure 22. All three floors are at the same elevation in Patio 1, but they have different names
due to different operation numbers. While all three areas of Patio 1 have homogeneous
distributions of P and Fe (iron), the chemical signatures are much higher in front of Structure
21A and Structure 21B versus those in front of Structure 22 (LeCount 2016:461). LeCount and
colleagues (2016:451) argue that the higher levels in front of Structure 21A and Structure 21B
indicate this area was used in a multi-functional capacity, while the lower levels in front of
Structure 22 suggest this space was used less and possibly restricted for specialized uses.
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Selection of Samples

Over the course of two summers, I collected data from ceramic assemblages previously
excavated from Actuncan’s Palace Complex. I analyzed ceramics at the laboratory of the
Actuncan Archaeological Project (AAP) in Belize under the supervision of Lisa LeCount. The
AAP is based out of Clarissa Falls Eco-lodge, where the lab, storage containers for artifacts, and
our housing is located. Clarissa Falls is located outside the village of San Jose de Succotz near
the Belize-Guatemala border. During June 2016, I conducted an analysis on ceramic assemblages
from Structures 21A and 21B. With the assistance of Dr. LeCount, I learned Late Classic
ceramic types and forms while constructing a research pilot program for my master’s thesis
proposal. The assemblages from the remaining buildings - Structures 19, 19B, 20, and 22 - were
analyzed during June 2017.
Ceramic samples were collected for analysis through a multi-step process. First, I
consulted previously published AAP lab reports containing Harris Matrices and Analytical Unit
(AU) tables of each structure’s excavation in order to determine which ceramic artifact bags to
analyze (See Table B.3 for Operation number and structure correspondents, see Table A.1 for
sampled lots). A Harris Matrix is a visual representation of stratigraphy. Each operation has an
Analytical Unit table which provides a listing of lots associated with cultural contexts keyed to
the Harris Matrix. It also includes terminus post quem (TPQ) designations based on ceramic
chronology. I focused on selecting lots with a TPQs dating to the construction and occupation of
Actuncan’s palace complex during both phases of the Late Classic period. It is important to note
that there is some variation, in terms of time within the Late Classic period. The Late Classic
period is divided into two smaller phases: Late Classic I (A.D. 600-670) and Late Classic II
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(A.D. 670-780) (LeCount et al. 2002:42). The AAP uses the terms Late Classic I (LCI) and Late
Classic II (LCII) because these are the field designations (LeCount 2018, personal
communication). Since this project does not consider small chronological change during a single
period, these chronological distinctions were noted when recording data, but not necessarily used
for analysis.
In addition to analyzing the Late Classic material from the palace complex, I also chose
to examine some ceramic material with a TPQs dating to the Terminal Classic period (A.D. 780890). This material is from the termination deposit in Patio 1’s northwest corner. The termination
deposit was excavated as in situ, undisturbed context. According to Mixter and Freiwald
(2013:60-1) these materials were deposited at, or around the time of the complex’s abandonment
and is thought to be a ritual symbolic of killing the palace. For these reasons I decided to include
the termination deposit ceramics in my analysis.
After compiling a list of lots dating to the Late Classic period and the lots corresponding
to the termination deposit, I went into the storage container where the AAP ceramic assemblages
are stored in barrels. It is important to note that some lots did not have ceramics present. In other
words, even though a lot may have been listed as pertaining to a specific AU, it was possible that
other classes of artifacts were present, but not ceramics. Additionally, some lots may have been
lost and therefore could not be analyzed. All artifact bags that could be located and that
correspond to the selected lots were pulled for analysis.
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Overview of Sampled Context

In this section, I present a general description of pottery from each room including vessel
part, temper, form and type-variety designation. A more complete discussion of these variables
and why and how they were analyzed is found in Chapter 4.
Structure 19. The ceramic assemblages analyzed from Structure 19 resulted in 934
ceramic sherds (Table 3.1). Of the 934 sherds, 93.7% (n=875) are body sherds, 6.2% (n=58) are
rim sherds, and the remaining 0.1% (n=1) is a ceramic item that falls into the “other” category.
The majority of the sherds from Structure 19 are comprised of a calcite temper (n=861,
92.2%). The remaining 73 sherds are composed of ash and micaceous tempers (ash: n=52, 5.6%;
mica: n=21, 2.2%) (Table 3.2).
Ceramic forms were identified for 40 of the rim sherds from Structure 19. Among the
identified forms are bowls (n=13), dishes (n=6), jars (n=14), ollas (n=2), vases (n=2), pans (n=1),
plates (n=1), and spindle whorls (n=1). Table 3.3 provides the count and frequency of forms
identified from Structure 19.
British Honduras Volcanic Ash ware comprises 10 of the 58 rim sherds. Of the 10 ashware rims that were typed, 7 belong to the Belize Group –Belize Red Type (n=5) and Gallinero
Fluted Type (n=2). The remaining 3 ash-ware rim sherds belong to the Chunhuitz Group and are
Chunhuitz Orange Type (n=3). Pine Ridge Carbonate ware accounts for another 10 rim sherds,
which are Mount Maloney Black Type (n=8), Dolphin Head Red Type (n=1), and unknown red
slip (n=1). The 38 remaining rim sherds are calcite eroded (n=33), ash eroded (n=4), and
micaceous (n=1) (Table 3.4)
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Table 3.1. Structure 19 Vessel Part: Count and Frequency
Body Part

n

%

Body

875

93.7

Rim
Other

58
1

6.2
0.1

Total sherds:

934

Table 3.2. Structure 19 Temper: Count and Frequency
Temper
Ash
Calcite
Mica
Total sherds:

n

%

52

5.6

861
21

92.2
2.2

934

Table 3.3. Structure 19 Identifiable Forms: Count and Frequency
Form

n

%

Bowl

13

32.5

Dish

6

15.0

14

35.0

Olla (closed)

2

5.0

Pan

1

2.5

Plate

1

2.5

Spindle Whorl

1

2.5

Vase

2

5.0

Jar

Total identifiable
forms:

40

60

Table 3.4. Structure 19: Rims by Ceramic Ware, Group, and Type
Ware

Group

Type

n

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Belize Red

5

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Gallinero Fluted

2

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Chunhuitz

Chunhuitz Orange

3

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Dolphin Head

Dolphin Head Red

1

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Mount Maloney

Mount Maloney Black

8

Pine Ridge Carbonate

unknown red slipa

1

Ash eroded

4

Calcite eroded

33

Micaceous

1
Total rims:

a

Includes Dolphin Head, Vaca Falls, and Garbutt Groups

61
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a.)

b.)

c.)
Figure 3.4. Ceramic items from Structure 19: a) Interior view of Belize Group: Gallinero Fluted
Type dish rim, (22 EEE2.1), b) Exterior view of Belize Group: Gallinero Fluted Type dish rim
with tooling (22 EEE2.1), c.) Calcite spindle whorl (22 SS2.1).
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Structure 19B. The ceramic material analyzed pertaining to Structure 19B totals to 1,841
sherds. Body sherds comprise 92.3% (n=1699) of the material. The remaining 7.7% (n=142) are
rim sherds (Table 3.5).
The majority of the sherds from Structure 19B are calcite temper wares (n=1615, 87.7%).
The remaining 226 sherds are ash and micaceous temper wares (ash: n=199, 10.8%; mica: n=27,
1.5%) (Table 3.6).
Forms were recorded for 104 rims from Structure 19B. Bowls yield the highest
frequency, comprising over half of the identified forms (n=55, 52.9%). Jars come in second,
making up 24% (n=25) of identified forms. Dishes (n=6), ollas (n=3), pans (n=7), vases (n=6),
lids (n=1), and censer fragments (n=1) comprise the remaining 23.1% of the identified forms
from Structure 19B (Table 3.7).
Of the 142 rim sherds, 45 are Pine Ridge Carbonate Ware: Mount Maloney Black Type
(n=38), Dolphin Head Red Type (n=4), Vaca Falls Red Type (n=1), and unknown red slip (n=2).
Uaxactun Unslipped Ware, Cayo Group accounts for eight of the rim sherds. Half are Alexander
Unslipped Type (n=4) and the other half are Cayo Unslipped Type (n=4). British Honduras
Volcanic Ash Ware comprises 10 of the rim sherds. Eight belong to the Belize Group, Belize
Red (n=7) and Gallinero Fluted (n=1), and the remaining sherds belong to the Chunhuitz Group,
Benque Viejo Polychrome (n=2). The 79 remaining rim sherds are calcite (n=70) and ash (n=9)
eroded sherds (Table 3.8).
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Table 3.5. Structure 19B Vessel Part: Count and Frequency
Body Part

n

%

Body

1699

92.3

Rim

142

7.7

Total sherds:

1841

Table 3.6. Structure 19B Temper: Count and Frequency
Temper
Ash
Calcite
Mica
Total sherds:

n

%

199

10.8

1615
27

87.7
1.5

1841

Table 3.7. Structure 19B Identifiable Forms: Count and Frequency
Form

n

%

Bowl

55

52.9

Censer fragment

1

1.0

Dish

6

5.8

Jar

25

24.0

Lid

1

1.0

Olla (closed)

3

2.9

Pan

7

6.7

Vase

6

5.8

Total identifiable forms:

64

104

Table 3.8. Structure 19B: Rims by Ceramic Ware, Group, and Type.
Ware

Group

Type

n

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Belize Red

7

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Gallinero Fluted

1

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Chunhuitz

Benque Viejo Polychrome

2

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Dolphin Head

Dolphin Head Red

4

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Mount Maloney

Mount Maloney Black

Pine Ridge Carbonate

unknown red slipa

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Vaca Falls

Vaca Falls Red

1

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Alexander Unslipped

4

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Cayo Unslipped

4

2

Ash eroded

9

Calcite eroded

70
Total rims:

a

38

Includes Dolphin Head, Vaca Falls, and Garbutt Groups

65

142

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.5. Ceramic rims from Structure 19B: a) Dolphin Head Red bowl rim with incised line
along rim (25 A5.3 & 25 A4.1), b) Benque Viejo Polychrome barrel vase rim (25 B4.3), c)
Calcite pan (25 C1.4), d) Mount Maloney jar rim (25 D2.1).
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Structure 20. The ceramic assemblages analyzed from Structure 20 totaled to 1,615
sherds. Body sherds represent 94.6% (n=1527) of Structure 20’s sample. Rim sherds make up the
remaining 5.4% (n=88) of the ceramic sherds analyzed from Structure 20 (Table 3.9).
Over 90% (n=1455) of the sherds from Structure 20 are tempered with calcite. Ashtempered sherds comprise 7.9% (n=128) of the assemblage. The remaining 2.0% (n=32) are
sherds tempered with mica (Table 3.10).
Almost half of Structure 20’s identified forms are bowls (n=26, 44.1%), and over a
quarter are jars (n=18, 30.5%). Dishes (n=4), pans (n=4), and vases (n=4) each represent 6.8% of
the identified forms. Ritual forms such as censer fragments (n=2) and a sherd from an effigy
vessel (n=1), make up the remaining 5.1% of the identified forms for Structure 20 (Table 3.11).
Of the 88 rims identified from the Structure 20 assemblages, 18 are Pine Ridge Carbonate
Wares: Mount Maloney Black (n=16), Dolphin Head Red (n=1), and unknown red slip (n=1).
Another six rims are Uaxactun Unslipped Wares including Alexander Unslipped Type (n=5) and
Cayo Unslipped Type (n=1). British Honduras Volcanic Ash Ware comprises four of the rims,
which are the Belize Red Type (n=4). The remaining 60 rim sherds are calcite (n=49) and ash
(n=10) eroded sherds, and micaceous ware (n=1) (Table 3.12).

Table 3.9. Structure 20 Vessel Part: Count and Frequency
Body Part
Body
Rim
Total sherds:

n

%

1527

94.6

88

5.4

1615

67

Table 3.10. Structure 20 Temper: Count and Frequency
Temper
Ash
Calcite
Mica
Total sherds:

n

%

128

7.9

1455
32

90.1
2.0

1615

Table 3.11. Structure 20 Identifiable Forms: Count and Frequency
Form

n

%

Bowl

26

44.1

Censer fragment

2

3.4

Dish

4

6.8

Effigy vessel

1

1.7

Jar

18

30.5

Pan

4

6.8

Vase

4

6.8

Total identifiable forms:

68

59

Table 3.12. Structure 20: Rims by Ceramic Ware, Group, and Type.
Ware

Group

Type

n

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Belize Red

4

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Dolphin Head

Dolphin Head Red

1

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Mount Maloney

Mount Maloney Black

Pine Ridge Carbonate

unknown red slipa

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Alexander Unslipped

5

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Cayo Unslipped

1

1

Ash eroded

10

Calcite eroded

49

Micaceous

1
Total rims:

a

16

Includes Dolphin Head, Vaca Falls, and Garbutt Groups

Figure 3.6. Calcite effigy vessel sherd from Structure 20 (4 E1.5).
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88

Structure 21A. There are 674 analyzed sherds from Structure 21A. Body sherds account
for 94.1% (n=634) of Structure 21A’s assemblage. The remaining 5.9% (n=40) represents rim
sherds from this assemblage (Table 3.13).
The majority of sherds from Structure 21A are calcite tempered (n=633, 93.9%). Ash
tempered sherds make up 4.5% (n=30) of Structure 21A’s assemblage. The remaining 1.6%
(n=11) are micaceous sherds (Table 3.14).
Only three forms are represented in Structure 21A’s analyzed assemblage. Bowl (n=12,
48.0%) and jar (n=11, 44.0%) forms make up over 90% of the identified forms. The remaining
were identified as vase forms (n=2, 8.0%) (Table 3.15).
Of the 40 rims from Structure 21A, less than half were able to be typed. The types are as
follows: Belize Red (n=3), Dolphin Head Red (n=1), Mount Maloney Black (n=6), and Cayo
Unslipped (n=8). The remaining 22 rims are calcite eroded (n=19), ash eroded (n=1), and
micaceous (n=2) (Table 3.16).

Table 3.13. Structure 21A Vessel Part: Count and Frequency
Body Part

n

%

Body

634

94.1

Rim

40

5.9

Total sherds:

674

70

Table 3.14. Structure 21A Temper: Count and Frequency
Temper
Ash
Calcite
Mica
Total sherds:

n

%

30

4.5

633
11

93.9
1.6

674

Table 3.15. Structure 21A Identifiable Forms: Count and Frequency
Form

n

%

Bowl

12

48.0

Jar

11

44.0

2

8.0

Vase
Total identifiable forms:

25

Table 3.16. Structure 21A: Rims by Ceramic Ware, Group, and Type.
Ware

Group

Type

n

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Belize Red

3

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Dolphin Head

Dolphin Head Red

1

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Mount Maloney

Mount Maloney Black

6

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Cayo Unslipped

8

Ash eroded

1

Calcite eroded

19

Micaceous

2
Total rims:

71

40

Figure 3.7. Calcite jar rim from Structure 21A (24 G4.b).

Structure 21B. The largest single sample analyzed comes from Structure 21B. Of the
2284 sherds, 92.9% (n=2121) are body sherds, 7.0% (n=161) are rim sherds, and 0.1% (n=2) are
ceramic items that fall into the “other” category (Table 3.17).
The majority of sherds from Structure 21B are calcite tempered (n=2129, 93.2%). Ash
tempered sherds make up 4.9% (n=112) of Structure 21B’s assemblage. The remaining 1.9%
(n=43) are micaceous sherds (Table 3.18).
Jar (n=41, 44.1%), bowl (n=39, 41.9%), and pan (n=8, 8.6%) forms make up 94.6% of
identified forms from Structure 21B. The remaining forms – vase (n=1), rattle (n=1), lid (n=1),
game piece (n=1), and a censer fragment (n=1) – each have a count of 1 (Table 3.19).
Of the 161 rim sherds, 67 rims are typed as Cayo Unslipped (n=43), Mount Maloney
Black (n=20), and Dolphin Head Red (n=4) types. Belize Red (n=3) and Benque Viejo
Polychrome (n=1) Types account for the remaining typed rims. The rest of the rims are calcite
eroded (n=75), ash eroded (n=13), and micaceous (n=2) (Table 3.20).
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Table 3.17. Structure 21B Vessel Part: Count and Frequency
Body Part

a

n

%

Body

2121

92.9

Rim
Othera

161
2

7.0
0.1

Total sherds:
2284
Includes a game piece and a rattle

Table 3.18. Structure 21B Temper: Count and Frequency
Temper
Ash
Calcite
Mica
Total sherds:

n

%

112

4.9

2129
43

93.2
1.9

2284

Table 3.19. Structure 21B Identifiable Forms: Count and Frequency
Form

n

%

Bowl

39

41.9

Censer fragment

1

1.1

Game piece

1

1.1

Jar

41

44.1

Lid

1

1.1

Pan

8

8.6

Rattle

1

1.1

Vase

1

1.1

Total identifiable forms:

73

93

Table 3.20. Structure 21B: Rims by Ceramic Ware, Group, and Type.
Ware

Group

Type

n

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Belize Red

3

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Chunhuitz

Benque Viejo Polychrome

1

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Dolphin Head

Dolphin Head Red

4

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Mount Maloney

Mount Maloney Black

20

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Cayo Unslipped

43

Ash eroded

13

Calcite eroded

75

Micaceous

2
Total rims:

a)

161

b)

Figure 3.8. Ceramic jar rims from Structure 21B: a) Alexander Unslipped jar rim (24 M3.a), b)
Calcite jar rim (24 E5.a).

Structure 22. The second largest sample analyzed comes from Structure 22, which
yielded 1,905 ceramic sherds. Body sherds make up 89.5% (n=1705) of Structure 22’s
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assemblage. Another 10.4% (n=199) are rim sherds. The remaining 0.1% (n=1) accounts for a
ceramic item that falls into the “other” category (Table 3.21).
Over 90% (n=1717) of the sherds from Structure 22 are tempered with calcite. Ashtempered sherds comprise 7.2% (n=137) of the assemblage. The remaining 2.7% (n=51) are
sherds tempered with mica (Table 3.22).
Structure 22 has a wide variety of identified forms. Jar (n=71, 33.8%) and bowl (n=47,
28.7%) forms make up 62.5% of forms identified from Structure 22. Dish (n=14, 8.5%), pan
(n=12, 7.3%), vase (n=7, 4.3%), olla (n=3, 1.8%), lid (n=2, 1.2%), and plate (n=1, 0.6%) forms
comprise another 23.7% of the identified forms from Structure 22. The only rim identified as a
comal (n=1), a form traditionally used among the Maya to toast tortillas, is from Structure 22 and
represents 0.6%. Also, one of the few items identified as a spindle whorl (n=1) accounts for
another 0.6%. The remaining 3% of the identified forms are ritual forms. These consist of censer
fragments (n=3, 1.8%), a drum fragment (n=1, 0.6%), and a figurine fragment (n=1, 0.6%)
(Table 3.23).
Of the 199 rims identified from the Structure 22 assemblages, 39 are Pine Ridge
Carbonate Wares including Mount Maloney Black (n=33), Dolphin Head Red (n=3), and Vaca
Falls Red (n=3) Types. Another 21 rims are Uaxactun Unslipped Wares: Alexander Unslipped
Type (n=12) , Alexander Unslipped Type Flaring Lip var. (n=1), and Cayo Unslipped Type
(n=8). Opaque Carbonate Ware, Chial Orange-red Type (n=1) accounts for a single rim. British
Honduras Volcanic Ash Ware represents 17 of the rims, which are the Belize Red (n=14),
McRae Impressed (n=1), Benque Viejo Polychrome (n=1), and Chunhuitz Orange (n=1) Types.
The remaining 121 rim sherds are calcite eroded (n=103), ash eroded (n=12), and micaceous
ware (n=6) (Table 3.24).
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Table 3.21. Structure 22 Vessel Part: Count and Frequency
Body Part

a

n

%

Body

1705

89.5

Rim
Othera

199
1

10.4
0.1

Total sherds:
Includes a spindle whorl

1905

Table 3.22. Structure 22 Temper: Count and Frequency
Temper
Ash
Calcite
Mica
Total sherds:

n

%

137

7.2

1717
51

90.1
2.7

1905

Table 3.23. Structure 22 Identifiable Forms: Count and Frequency
Form

n

%

Bowl

47

28.7

Censer fragment

3

1.8

Comal

1

0.6

Dish

14

8.5

Drum

1

0.6

Figurine part

1

0.6

Jar

71

33.8

Lid

2

1.2

Olla (closed)

3

1.8

Pan

12

7.3

Plate

1

0.6

Spindle whorl

1

0.6

Vase

7

4.3

Total identifiable forms:

76

164

Table 3.24. Structure 22: Rims by Ceramic Ware, Group, and Type.
Ware

Group

Type

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Belize Red

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

McRae Impressed

1

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Chunhuitz

Benque Viejo Polychrome

1

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Chunhuitz

Chunhuitz Orange

1

Opaque Carbonate

Chial

Chial Orange-red

1

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Dolphin Head

Dolphin Head Red

3

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Mount Maloney

Mount Maloney Black

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Vaca Falls

Vaca Falls Red

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Alexander Unslipped

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Alexander Flaring Lip var.

1

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Cayo Unslipped

8

Ash eroded

n
14

33
3
12

12

Calcite eroded

103

Micaceous

6
Total rims:

77

199

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.9. Ceramic rims from Structure 22: a) Vaca Falls jar rim (20 H6.2), b) Belize Red dish
rim (20 H4.1/A4.4), c) Uaxactun Unslipped comal rim (20 C4.3), d) Spindle whorl (20 C3.3).

Termination Deposit. The material from the Termination Deposit totals 813 sherds. Body
sherds make up 91.4% (n=743) of the assemblage, and rim sherds account for 8.5% (n=69) of the
analyzed ceramics. The remaining 0.1% (n=1) reflects a ceramic item that fell under the “other”
category (Table 3.25).
The count and frequency of sherd temper for the material from the Termination Deposit
differs from the other context. Ash-tempered sherds accounted for 27.1% (n=220) of the material
from the Termination Deposit. The context with the second highest frequency of ash-tempered
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sherds is Structure 19B, with 10.8% (n=199) of its ceramic material composed of ash-tempered
sherds. Calcite temper made up 69.5% (n=565) of the Termination Deposit material. The
remaining 3.4% (n=28) of the material is micaceous (Table 3.26).
Bowl (n=27, 46.6%) and jar (n=20, 34.5%) forms represent 81.1% of the identified forms
from the Termination Deposit. Dish (n=5, 8.6%), vase (n=3, 5.2%), pan (n=1, 1.7%), and plate
(n=1, 1.7%) forms make up another 17.2% of the identified forms. The ceramic material from
the Termination Deposit also includes a unique form not seen in the other context. An ocarina, a
whiste, (n=1) represents the final 1.7% of identified forms (Table 3.27).
Of the 69 ceramic rims from the Termination Deposit, only 20 were calcite (n=15) or ash
(n=5) eroded sherds. Unknown red slip (n=1) rims of the Pine Ridge Carbonate ware account for
a single rim. Specific types were determined for the remaining 49 rims (Table 3.28).
Out of the 49 that were able to be typed, Pine Ridge Carbonate wares account for 24
rims. Pine Ridge Carbonate red slip types include Dolphin Head Red (n=4) and Vaca Falls Red
(n=2). The rest of the Pine Ridge Carbonate ware rims have black slip and are Mount Maloney
Black (n=18). I reconstructed an almost complete Mount Maloney bowl (Figure 3.11). A circular
cut-mark can be seen on the bottom of the bowl. Known as a “kill hole,” this cut-mark represents
the ritual killing of the vessel (Reents-Budet 1994:199).
Two Opaque Carbonate ware rims were recorded, which are both Chial Orange-red
(n=2). Another seven rims are Uaxactun Unslipped wares including: Cayo Unslipped (n=2),
Alexander Upslipped (n=3), and Alexander Unslipped, Pie Crust variety (n=2). British Honduras
Volcanic Ash wares represent the remaining 15 rim sherds, including: Belize Red (n=13),
Gallinero Fluted (n=1), and McRae Impressed (n=1) Types. Also included in the Belize Red
Type count is the aforementioned ocarina (n=1) (Figure 3.10).
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Table 3.25. Termination Deposit Vessel Part: Count and Frequency
Body Part

a

n

%

Body

743

91.4

Rim
Othera

69
1

8.5
0.1

Total sherds:
Includes Belize Red ocarina

813

Table 3.26. Termination Deposit Temper: Count and Frequency
Temper

n

%

Ash

220

27.1

Calcite
Mica

565
28

69.5
3.4

Total sherds:

813

Table 3.27. Termination Deposit Identifiable Forms: Count and Frequency
Form

n

%

Bowl

27

46.6

Dish

5

8.6

20

34.5

Ocarina

1

1.7

Pan

1

1.7

Plate

1

1.7

Vase

3

5.2

Jar

Total identifiable forms:

80

58

Table 3.28. Termination Deposit: Rims by Ceramic Ware, Group, and Type.
Ware

Group

Type

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Belize Red

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

Gallinero Fluted

1

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Belize

McRae Impressed

1

Opaque Carbonate

Chial

Chial Orange-red

2

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Dolphin Head

Dolphin Head Red

4

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Mount Maloney

Mount Maloney Black

Pine Ridge Carbonate

unknown red slipa

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Vaca Falls

Vaca Falls Red

2

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Alexander Unslipped

3

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Alexander Pie Crust var.

2

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Cayo Unslipped

2

14*

18
1

Ash eroded

5

Calcite eroded

15
Total rims:70

a

n

Includes Dolphin Head, Vaca Falls, and Garbutt Groups
Includes Belize Red ocarina in count

*

81

a)

b)

Figure 3.10. Ceramic items from the Termination Deposit: a) Belize Red ocarina with incising
(24 T2.1) and b) Gallinero Fluted vase (24 P3.10).
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.11. Reconstructed Mount Maloney bowl with cut-out kill hole in center from
Termination Deposit (ceramic fragments from 24 B5/R3/P3). a) profile view, b) top-down plan,
and c) bottom-up plan view.
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Patio 1. Patio 1 had a total count of 202 sherds. Body sherds represent 91.1% (n=184) of
the assemblage. The final 8.9% (n=18) reflects rim sherds from Patio 1 (Table 3.29).
A total of 92.5% (n=187) of the sherds from Patio 1 are calcite tempered. Mica tempered
sherds account for 5.0% (n=10) of the assemblage. The remaining 2.5% (n=5) of the assemblage
reflects ash tempered sherds from Patio 1 (Table 3.30).
Only three forms were identified from Patio 1’s rim sherds (Table 3.31). Over half of the
identified forms are jars (n=10, 58.8%). Bowls represent another 29.4% (n=5) of identified
forms. Pan forms account for the remaining 5.7% (n=2) of identified forms.
Of the 18 rims, 10 are Cayo Unslipped. Pine Ridge Carbonate, Mount Maloney Black
Type accounts for four of the rims. A single rim is a Benque Viejo Polychrome Type. The three
remaining rims are calcite eroded (n=1) and micaceous (n=2) (Table 3.32).

Table 3.29. Patio 1 Vessel Part: Count and Frequency
Body Part
Body
Rim
Total sherds:

n

%

184

91.1

8

8.9

202

Table 3.30. Patio 1 Temper: Count and Frequency
Temper

n

%

Ash

5

2.5

187
10

92.5
5.0

Calcite
Mica
Total sherds:

202
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Table 3.31. Patio 1 Identifiable Forms: Count and Frequency
Form

n

%

Bowl

5

29.4

Jar

10

58.8

Pan

2

5.7

Total identifiable forms:

17

Table 3.32. Patio 1: Rims by Ceramic Ware, Group, and Type.
Ware

Group

Type

n

British Honduras Volcanic Ash

Chunhuitz

Benque Viejo Polychrome

1

Pine Ridge Carbonate

Mount Maloney

Mount Maloney Black

4

Uaxactun Unslipped

Cayo

Cayo Unslipped

10

Calcite eroded

1

Micaceous

2
Total rims:

85

18

a)

b)

Figure 3.12. Ceramic vessels from Patio 1: a) Cayo Unslipped jar rim (23 E6.a) and b) Mount
Maloney jar rim (23 I4.b).
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CHAPTER 4: METHODS

This project aims to test several hypotheses regarding the Late Classic construction and
occupation of Actuncan’s palace complex and contribute to our current understanding of the
site’s political and social history. Ceramic analyses provide archaeologists an avenue in which
questions regarding functionality and socio-political status can be explored and answered. Below
I have restated my three hypotheses that condition the methods I use to test them.
My first hypothesis is: if some palace rooms were more residential in function then they
will have more multi-functional ceramic assemblages than those rooms which were used for
more specific functions such as ritual, storage, or administration. My second hypothesis is: if
inhabitants in Actuncan’s palace were subordinate to Xunantunich, ceramic assemblages from
Xunantunich’s royal palace will have a statistically higher frequency of painted ceramic groups
(i.e., Chunhuitz Orange) and ash-ware rims overall than Actuncan’s noble palace assemblages.
My third hypothesis is: if the inhabitants of Actuncan’s palace were non-local people, then
ceramic assemblages from Actuncan’s palace will have a higher frequency of exotic ceramic
types than Xunantunich’s elite palace assemblages.
Each hypothesis required examining multiple variables from large ceramic assemblages.
Many of these variables serve as archeological correlates to the function of the rooms and the
socio-political status of the occupants. When discussing function and status, vessel form and
style are two of the most important variables. In the next section I provide a discussion of how
vessel form and style can be correlated to room function and sociopolitical status.
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Pottery Form as an Archaeological Correlate for Function

The classic model most archaeologists employ when discussing and analyzing vessel
function comes from David Braun’s (1983) model in which he poses that ceramics are ancient
tools and containers. Braun coins the term mechanical performance characteristics, which he
identifies as elements that have an effect on a vessel’s ability to carry out the task(s) it was
manufactured to accomplish. These three elements are production technique, temper/paste
composition, and vessel form (Braun 1983:108). Three strategies can be used to investigate
ceramic mechanical performance characteristics. The first strategy is to examine the vessel’s
physical components such as paste composition, shape and thickness, and the profile. It is
important to note that the ancient person producing the vessel had a high amount of agency when
it comes to making these physical choices. The second strategy is to test the performance
characteristics of the container such as the vessel’s strength, its ability to conduct heat, and its’
resilience to extreme temperature. The last strategy is to examine the wear patterns of ceramics
(Braun 1983:114). For this project, I focus on Braun’s first strategy to investigate mechanical
performance characteristics by conducting a ceramic analysis of the physical attributes of pottery
such as form and paste composition in order to determine function.
Form. The form of a vessel gives insight regarding its function. Different types of
contents need to be cooked/transported/consumed in different types of vessels (Hally 1986:279).
As LeCount (1996: 243) notes, jars with tall and narrow necks allow for the safe transportation
of its contents, while jars with short and wide necks allow for its contents to be easily
maneuvered.
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The relationship between the form and function of pottery is inseparable among the
Classic Maya. The ancient Maya themselves have given archaeologists much information
regarding the function of ceramic vessels in the form of hieroglyphic texts, known as the Primary
Standard Sequence (PSS) (Foias 2004:148, Houston et al. 1989, Reents-Budet 1994). Houston,
Stuart, and Taube (1989:720) have argued that these texts provide information regarding the
owner of the vessel, the type of vessel, what the vessel contained, and the way in which the
vessel was decorated. Additional lines of evidence support the information documented on PSS
text. Classic period ceramic paintings illustrate the use of vessels. For example, Reents-Budet
(1994:Figure 3.4) discusses a Classic period pictorial image of an individual seated on a throne
surrounded by different vessel forms such as a vase, a small bowl, a jar, and a plate. The scene
illustrates tamales on the plate, while it is hypothesized that the vase, jar, and bowl would have
contained liquids. Analyses of organic material found inside of vases from the site of Rio Azul
further substantiate that they were used to serve cacao (Stuart 1988). Additionally, translations of
PSS hieroglyphs have allowed Houston, Stuart, and Taube (1989) to propose that tamales were
served on dishes and plates, atole (maize gruel) was served in small bowls, and vase forms were
used to drink cacao.
Paste Composition. A vessel’s paste composition can lend great insight regarding vessel
function. Temper is extra material - inclusions - added to clay to help a potter achieve various
outcomes (Banning 2000:167; Rice 2005[1987]:229). Examining the composition of ceramics
provides insight into permeability, thickness, durability, and thermal behavior, which can lend
additional evidence regarding the functionality of vessels (Rice 2005[1987]:227). For example,
vessels used for cooking need to be composed of materials that withstand thermal stress.
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In general, the particles and pores of calcite paste are much larger than those in volcanic
ash paste. Vessels produced using calcite paste also were fired at much lower temperatures than
those made of volcanic ash paste (Rice 2009:121; Shepard 1980). The larger pores in calcite
compositions allow for heat to transfer through the vessel therefore increasing thermal
conductivity. This allows vessels with larger pores to have a higher threshold for thermal stress
than vessels with smaller pores. Whereas, the smaller pores in ash wares slow thermal
conductivity, keeping heat in or out. Therefore, vessels with smaller pores (such as volcanic ash
tempered vessels) act as insulators, keeping the temperature of their contents well regulated,
while vessels with larger pores (such as calcite tempered vessels) are better for cooking (Rice
2005[1987]:367).
During the Late Classic period, calcite and ash tempered pottery dominated ceramic
assemblages in the Upper Belize River Valley (LeCount 1996:1999:248). Calcite was the more
prevalent ware and was typically used to produce jars and large bowls for utilitarian uses such as
cooking, food preparation, and storage. Calcite wares include the Uaxactun Unslipped, Pine
Ridge Carbonate, Opaque Carbonate and other minor wares that were produced using local
outcrops of clay from the Upper Belize River Valley (LeCount 1996:178-9, 1999:248). Ash ware
differs immensely from calcite ware in regard to its distribution and the types of vessel. During
the Late Classic period, ash ware vessels were not as wide spread across lowland sites as calcite
vessels, and the Belize Valley has the highest frequency of the ware. British Honduras Volcanic
Ash ware is tempered with volcanic tephra and was largely used to produce fine-tempered and
beautifully decorated serving vessels. There are currently no known sources of volcanic tephra in
close proximity to Actuncan. LeCount (1996:179) notes that even if an ash deposit was located
nearby, its production and distribution were likely strictly regulated, further arguing that “the
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restricted nature of this resource is amenable to monopolization by elites.” This brings me to a
discussion of how decorative efforts can be correlated to status.

Pottery Surface Treatment as an Archaeological Correlate for Status

Ceramics are reflective of the social environment in which they were produced.
Therefore, stylistic attributes can lend insight into the political landscape in which they were
manufactured and utilized (Braun 1983:108). One measure of socio-political status is to examine
differences in the degree of decorative effort within ceramic assemblages. Fine polychrome
vessels were typically produced using volcanic ash paste, many of which were used as serving
vessels, gifts for the elite class, and grave goods (Rice 2009:119). As Antonia Foias (2004:151)
points out, since the turn of the century Maya ceramists have focused on examining the role in
which serving vessels played a part in elite rituals and local polity relationships. According to
Reents-Budet (1994:87-8), serving vessels were used by elites when hosting large feasting
events, and the gifting of polychrome vessels was a way to establish and maintain relationships.
Further, Foais (2004:151) goes on to discuss that “the restricted but long-distance distribution of
elaborate polychrome styles and their archaeological contexts have been highly suggestive that
this painted pottery functioned as social or political currency, tightly controlled by the elite.”
This is not to say that Late Classic polychrome vessels are never found in commoner context;
rather, they were much more abundant in elite context (Reents-Budet 1994:98).
At sites in the Upper Belize River Valley such as Xunantunich, serving vessel forms
(vases, plates, dishes, and small bowls) were made of volcanic ash paste and belong to either the
Belize (red) or Chunhuitz (orange) Groups. The latter group boasts finely made polychrome
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vessels with a variety of painted designs and day glyphs. According to LeCount (1999:249), the
producers of polychrome vessels at Xunantunich were not the most highly skilled craft
specialists compared to those in Peten capitals, but they did invest moderate amounts of labor to
make serving vessels. Nonetheless, these vessels were socially important. In fact, there is a much
larger sample of Late Classic polychrome pottery across Maya sites that are more along the lines
of the quality found at Xunantunich (which were made by less skilled artists with simple motifs
and designs) than there are of the highly-refined and elaborate polychrome pottery made by
highly-trained artists displaying full PSS text and intricate pictorial images (Reents-Budet
1994:98). Examining the frequency of polychrome serving vessels at sites such as Actuncan and
Xunantunich can help answer questions regarding the social relations between them.

Variable Recording

During the data analysis stage, I recorded the following variables: sherd type, temper
composition, surface treatment, slip, type-variety, decoration, and vessel form. I also recorded
the rim diameter, height of neck, and collar diameter when I encountered rim sherds large
enough to measure. A codebook detailing each variable can be found in Appendix B, Table B.1.
Sherd Type. The sherd type variable was used to distinguish body sherds from rim sherds.
A rim sherd is a piece of ceramic close to the opening of a vessel that includes the lip (Banning
2000:163). Body sherds comprise the rest of the vessel and can be further distinguished but were
not needed to for the purpose of this thesis. Ceramic items that did not fall into either category
were labeled as “other.”
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Temper Composition. Three types of temper were documented in the ceramic
assemblages: calcite, ash, and mica. Differing types of temper composition are further discussed
in the type/variety section below.
Surface Treatment. When recording the surface treatment of ceramics, I examined each
sherd to determine whether it was plain, slipped, or too eroded to determine. Due to poor
preservation in the tropical Maya lowland region, I expected a large amount of the assemblages
to be highly eroded. If a sherd was determined to be slipped, the color of the slip was recorded as
a separate variable.
Slip. The term slip describes the outer coating of pottery that results from applying a layer
of clay to a vessel before the firing process (Banning 2000:176; Rice 2005 [1987]:149). A slip
may be applied for its additive color alone, but as Rice points out, the Maya applied slip to some
vessels to create a more uniform surface for further decorative effort (Rice 2005 [1987]:150).
The slip colors recorded in this analysis are as follows: black, red, orange, and natural. Slipped
rim sherds allowed me to determine their type/variety which is discussed in the next section.
Type-Variety. I used James Gifford’s hierarchical type-variety schema (1976) to classify
ceramics based on decorative attributes. Gifford’s schema separates attributes based upon
ceramic ware, group, and type. A ceramic ware is the broadest category and groups sherds
together based on similar temper composition and surface treatment (Gifford 1976:14). A
ceramic group is more specific than a ceramic ware. Ceramic groups are composed of
homogeneous pottery that share the same ware but have different surface treatments including
unslipped and slip colors (Gifford 1976:17). A ceramic type is the most distinct classification of
pottery, and organizes styles based on distinct decorative elements. Pottery placed together as a
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ceramic type are so homogeneous that they can be traced to a specific region and are often used
as a chronological marker in the archaeological record (Gifford 1976:9).
At the most general level of analysis a dichotomy can be seen: sherds that are ash
tempered and sherds that are calcite tempered. As aforementioned, calcite was the most common
ware during the Late Classic period and was typically manufactured for the production of
“utilitarian” vessels used to cook, process, and store items (LeCount 1999:248). Calcite wares
recorded include Uaxactun Unslipped, Pine Ridge Carbonate, and Opaque Carbonate. Uaxactun
Unslipped wares recorded include the Cayo Group. Types within the Cayo Group include Cayo
Unslipped and Alexander Unslipped. Pine Ridge Carbonate wares recorded include the Mount
Maloney Group, Dolphin Head Group, and Vaca Falls Group. Opaque Carbonate wares recorded
include the Chial Group. The two major ash ware groups are the Belize Group and the Chunhuitz
Group. Types within the Belize Group include Belize Red and Gallinero Fluted. The Chunhuitz
Group includes Chunhuitz Orange Type and Benque Viejo Polychrome Type.
Decoration. Rice defines decoration as an “embellishment of a vessel beyond the
procedures used in forming the clay mass into the final vessel shape and finishing its overall
surface” (1987:144). The types of decoration recorded include incising, painting, puntacting,
tooling, striation, fluting, stamping, appliquéing, and drilled holes. Identifiable elements of
decorative effort were documented for both body and rim sherds.
Vessel Form. Arguably the most important variable recorded (if applicable) is the form of
rim sherds. During the data collection stage, LeCount’s (1996) classification system of ceramic
vessels from Xunantunich was employed to determine vessel form. The ceramic form categories
are as follows:
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1.) Jars: Jars can be divided into three functional categories: cooking ollas, water-storage jars,
and water-carrying jars (LeCount 2010; Reina and Hill 1978; Thompson 1958). This
categorization method uses the association between height of neck (measured in centimeters) and
collar diameter (measured in centimeters) to make such distinctions (LeCount 2010). Cooking
ollas are categorized primarily by the type of temper (mica) they are made from and its ability to
expand/contract during heating. Water-storage jars are classified as having a collar diameter of
13 centimeters or greater. Water-carrying jars are classified as having a collar diameter of less
than 13 centimeters and a neck height of greater than three centimeters (LeCount 1996). Large
jars are often archaeological indices of feasting (Blitz 1993).

2.) Bowls: Based on temper composition and size, LeCount (1996:250-5) separates bowls from
Xunantunich into two categories: small bowls with ash temper and large bowls with calcite
temper. At Xunantunich, the most common types of small ash ware bowls are Chunhuitz Orange
and Belize Red. These fragile bowls were primarily used for serving food. The large calcite ware
bowls were much more durable and used in a more multi-functional capacity. At Xunantunich,
the most common types of large calcite ware bowls are Mount Maloney, Vaca Falls, and Dolphin
Head.

3.) Plates and Dishes: The distinction between the vessel classification of Late Classic plates,
dishes, and bowls stems from the ratio of height to width. Plates are more shallow than dishes,
which are more shallow than bowls. Plate height is less than one-fifth its maximum diameter,
dish height is more than one-fifth but less than one-third its maximum diameter, and bowl height
is more than one-third but no more than its maximum diameter (Sabloff 1975:23). Both dishes
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and plates functioned as a serving vessel for traditional Maya tamales (LeCount 1996; Taube
1989). Dishes can be found throughout social classes, while plates are primarily associated with
palace contexts. These decorated vessels are typically seen in the following categories, Dolphin
Head Red, Belize Red, varieties of white slipped ash ware, and Chunhuitz Orange (LeCount
1996:250).

4.) Vases: “Vases are the most diagnostic form for identifying celebratory feasting and elite
dining in the prehistoric record” (LeCount 1996:257). As discussed earlier, vases functioned as a
way to drink chocolate. There are three subcategories for Late Classic vase; barrel-shaped,
cylinder, and pyroform. At Xunantunich, vases are most commonly found produced in
Chunhuitz Orange, Chial Orange-red, and Belize Red Types.

5.) Comals: Comals have a very thick rim, a flat body, and an oblong-shaped strap handle. Due
to their unusual shape, comals are thought to have been used to cook tamales and tortillas.
Comals are considered to be a very specialized ceramic form which traces its production origins
to the Late Classic Period (LeCount 1996:255; 2010:147)

6.) Ritual forms: In her 1996 dissertation, LeCount created the category “ritual forms” to discuss
ceramic forms that are ritualistic in nature. Ritualistic forms were found during the ceramic
analysis such as censer fragments, a drum fragment, an effigy vessel fragment, an ocarina, and a
game piece. Censers are a ritual ceramic form used to burn incense, predominantly copal incense
(Tozzer 1941). During the Late Classic, many censers were shaped to look like god or human
figures with huge ear spools. Because they were normally smashed as a closing of the ritual, it is
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rare to find fully intact censer (D. Chase 1986). At Xunantunich, censers have been excavated
from context such as middens, temple tops, and termination deposits (LeCount 1996:260). In my
sample, a small, round, token-like artifact was found. This is thought to be a game piece. Also, a
fragment from an effigy vessel (Figure 3.6) was documented as a ritual form during analysis.
Musical instruments are another ceramic form associated with ritualistic function. During
ritual processions and performances individuals would carry and play drums (Reents-Budet
1994:85). Some partial examples of drums were found at Xunantunich (LeCount 1996:260).
Ocarinas were another type of musical instrument used during rituals in the Late Classic period.

7.) Other ceramic forms: This category encompasses other ceramic forms that are not vessels,
such as spindle whorls. A spindle whorl is a round tool used for weaving and were common in
most Mesoamerican cultures. Typically, a dowel was stuck through a small hole in the middle of
a spindle whorl to help facilitate weaving (Inomata and Houston 2009:272).

Rim Diameter, Height of Neck, and Collar Diameter. Rim sherds were measured using a
rim chart to determine their original orifice diameter (in centimeters). I was able to record rim
diameters for almost every type vessel form. Jar rims are special in the sense that three
measurements can be taken from them - rim diameter, height of neck, and collar diameter. In
order to be able to get the height of neck and collar diameter measurements, a jar rim sherd had
to have broken below the throat. The height of neck was taken using a ruler. The rim chart was
also used to measure the orifice and collar diameters. The collar diameter and the height of neck
of a jar indicate important distinctions regarding the functionality of a jar. A jar with a neck
height of over 3 cm and a collar diameter of less than or equal to 13 cm is classified as having a
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“closed mouth” and can be referred to as a restricted neck jar (LeCount 1996:245). The collar
diameter of “open-mouthed” jars must be greater than 13 cm. The distinction between openmouthed and closed-mouthed jars is important because it indicates the functionality of a jar.
Narrow necked jars are more secure than open necked jars and were used for storage and
transportation of liquids, while open necked jars were used for cooking (LeCount 1996:245-6).
Unfortunately, the sample of jars that I was able to take a rim, collar, and neck
measurement from was very small. Therefore, although recorded, this information could not be
used in statistical analyses.

Ceramic Analysis Process

Before examining the contents of each bag, I recorded the provenience information. This
includes the operation number, the analytical unit, and the unit/lot number. All data was recorded
in an excel document. I began data collection by sorting sherds based on similar properties and
diagnostic attributes. First, I determined whether a sherd was a piece of a rim or from the body of
the vessel. In a few instances a piece of ceramic would be neither a rim or a body sherd, which
then received the label “special.” Then they were sorted by temper composition, surface
treatment, slip color, and decoration. Ceramics that were similar across each of these variables
were counted and recorded in an excel file. Typically, rim sherds were able to provide more
information than their body sherd counterparts. Variables such as vessel form, type-variety, and
size (orifice, collar, and neck height) were recorded for rim sherds, when possible. All these data
were entered into an excel spreadsheet. Lastly, I selected representative vessel forms and typevariety to photograph. I consulted Dr. LeCount constantly throughout the analysis process for her
expert opinion.
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Variable Manipulation.

To conduct statistical analysis on my data, a few variables had to be manipulated or
regrouped. To answer my first hypothesis regarding the function of individual rooms at Actuncan
I created five functional categories of vessels. These functional categories are based off of
Hendon’s (1987, 1989, 1991) classes of activities. The first category, serving vessels, includes
forms which are indicative of the serving and consumption of food. Vessels in this category
include ash and calcite vases, ash and calcite dishes, calcite plates, ash bowls, and ash jars. The
second category, cooking vessels, includes forms that were primary used to cook foods such as
calcite bowls, pans, ollas, and comals, and micaceous jars. The third category, ritual forms,
includes ceramics which are indicative of ritual or special function. Ceramic items in this
category include censers, drums, an effigy vessel, a miniature, a game piece, and an ocarina. The
fourth category, storage, includes calcite jars. The fifth and final category, manufacturing,
includes items indicative of manufacture and production. The only ceramic form in this category
are spindle whorls.
To answer my second hypothesis regarding the frequency of Chunhuitz Group rims and
ash ware rims in the Actuncan palace assemblages versus in the Xunantunich assemblage I also
had to produce new categories. To compare my data to the published dataset from Xunantunich,
I examined the ceramic wares and groups of rims from the ancillary structures and areas in
Group 8 (Structures 19B, 20, 21A, 21B, 22, and Patio 1), not those from Structure 19 because the
Xunantunich data did not include the audiencia (range structure) context. The comparative data
only looked at calcite and ash wares, grouping micaceous rims with the calcite rims. Therefore, I
made a new variable doing just that, combining the micaceous rims from ancillary structures
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with the calcite rims from ancillary structures. For ceramic groups, I used five categories:
unslipped calcite rims (which included the micaceous rims), Mount Maloney rims, other slipped
calcite rims (which included Dolphin Head, Vaca Falls, Garbutt, and Chial Groups), Belize Red
rims, and Chunhuitz. To compare my data to the Xunantunich data I made a new variable in
which rims from the ancillary structures were classified into these five categories.

Statistical Analysis

Once the ceramic analysis process was complete, I entered the data into the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS version 25). Using SPSS, I was able to run statistical
analyses on my data. The results of these tests are detailed in the next chapter, Analyses.
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSES
This chapter applies statistical analyses of the ceramic assemblages from Actuncan’s
palace to answer questions regarding palace room functionality, the relationship between
Actuncan and the site of Xunantunich, and who the inhabitants of Actuncan’s palace were in the
Late Classic period. Below I provide an overview of the contexts that were analyzed, and in the
subsequent sections the three hypotheses posited for this project are discussed using statistical
outcomes.
Overview of Sampled Context
Size. The ceramic assemblages analyzed from Structure 19 and Group 8 totaled 10,522
sherds. Of the 10,522 sherds, 9,488 are body sherds, 775 are rim sherds, and 5 are ceramic items
other than a body sherd or a rim sherd. The remaining 254 sherds were stylistically dated much
earlier and are reflective of cultural mixing; therefore, they were coded as “NA” (not applicable)
for the purposes of this research. After subtracting these items, 10,268 sherds were analyzed for
this project (Table 5.1).
Almost a quarter (n= 2284, 22.1%) of the ceramic sherds analyzed for this project are
from Structure 21B, making it the largest single assemblage (Table 5.2). Structure 22 (n=1905,
18.6%), Structure 19B (n=1841, 17.9%), and Structure 20 (n=1615, 15.7%) each represent over
15 percent of the entire assemblage analyzed. Structure 19 (n=934, 9.1%), the Termination
Deposit (n=813, 7.9%), and Structure 21A (n=674, 6.6%) each account for less than 10 percent
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of the sherds analyzed from the palace complex. The smallest context, in terms of sherd count, is
the assemblage from Patio 1 which represents two percent (n=202) of all sherds analyzed.

Table 5.1. Total Sample: Vessel Part Count and Frequency
Vessel Part

n

%

Body

9488

92.4

Rim

775

7.5

5

.0

Other
Total sherds analyzed:

10,268

Table 5.2. Count and Frequency of Sherds by Context
Context
n
%
Structure 19

934

9.1

Structure 19B

1841

17.9

Structure 20

1615

15.7

Structure 21A

674

6.6

Structure 21B

2284

22.2

Structure 22

1905

18.6

Termination Deposit

813

7.9

Patio 1

202

2.0

Total sherds: 10268

Temper. Calcite-tempered sherds account for over 90 percent of the assemblages in six of
the eight contexts (Table 5.3) including Structure 19 (92.2%, n=86), Structure 20 (90.1%,
n=1455), Structure 21A (93.9%, n=633), Structure 21B (93.2%, n=2129), Structure 22 (90.1%,
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n=1717), and Patio 1 (92.5%, n=187). Calcite-tempered sherds account for 87.7 percent
(n=1615) of Structure 19B’s assemblage, making it comparable to the contexts previous
discussed. However, calcite-tempered sherds only represent 69.5 percent (n=565) of the
Termination Deposit assemblage. On the other hand, ash-tempered sherds account for less than 5
percent of the assemblages in three of the eight contexts including Structure 21A (4.5%, n=30),
Structure 21B (4.9%, n=112), and Patio 1 (2.5%, n=5). Ash-tempered sherds account for 5.6
percent (n=52) of Structure 19’s assemblage, 7.2 percent (n=137) of Structure 22’s assemblage,
7.9 percent (n=128) of Structure 20’s assemblage, and 10.8 percent (n=199) of Structure 19B’s
assemblage. In comparison, ash tempered sherds accounted for 27.1 percent (n=220) of the
Termination Deposit’s assemblage indicating it has the most fine wares of any assemblage
investigated. Micaceous sherds represent 5 percent or less for all of the context.

Table 5.3. Temper: Count and Frequency by Context
Ash
Context

Calcite
%

Micaceous
n
%

n

%

n

52

5.6

861

92.2

21

2.2

Structure 19B

199

10.8

1615

87.7

27

1.5

Structure 20

128

7.9

1455

90.1

32

2.0

Structure 21A

30

4.5

633

93.9

11

1.6

Structure 21B

112

4.9

2129

93.2

43

1.9

Structure 22

137

7.2

1717

90.1

51

2.7

Termination Deposit

220

27.1

565

69.5

28

3.4

5

2.5

187

92.5

10

5.0

Structure 19

Patio 1

Total sherds: 10,268
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Hypothesis I: The Functions of Actuncan’s Palace Rooms.

My first hypothesis is: if some palace rooms were more residential in function then they
will have more multi-functional ceramic assemblages than those rooms which were used for
more specific functions such as ritual, storage, or administration. To test this hypothesis, I
divided vessels into functional groups based on Hendon’s (1987, 1989, 1991) activity categories.
I looked at the vessel form, paste composition, and surface treatment to create these groups.
The first category, serving vessels, includes forms which are indicative of the serving and
consumption of food. Vessels in this category include ash and calcite-tempered vases, plates, and
dishes, as well as ash-tempered bowls and jars. The second category, cooking vessels, includes
forms that were primarily used to cook foods such as calcite bowls, pans, ollas, comals, and
micaceous jars. The third category, ritual forms, includes ceramics which are indicative of
ceremonial use or special functions. Ceramic items in this category include censers, drums,
effigy vessels, miniatures, gaming pieces, and ocarinas (whistles). The fourth category, storage,
includes calcite jars. The fifth and final category, manufacturing, includes items indicative of
manufacture and production. The only ceramic form in this category are spindle whorls.
To answer the first hypothesis, I decided to combine the categories listed above into two
groups due to small sample sizes. The first group combines serving vessel and special function
items, and the second group combines cooking and storage vessels. The manufacturing category
was omitted for this analysis because only two cases (two spindle whorls) fell within this
category. Due to a small sample size, I also decided to omit the Patio 1 context from this
analysis. The Termination Deposit material was selected for analysis for two reasons. First, the
Termination Deposit was an in situ context. Second, the Termination Deposit material was left
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during a ceremonial ritual, presumably all deposited at once. Having data from a known ritual
context to compare with contexts whose functions are being determined is very beneficial. Being
able to see the percentage of serving vessels/special function items from a known ritual context,
such as the Termination Deposit, could be of great value. Therefore, this test examines the
differences in frequency of serving vessels and special function items versus cooking and storage
vessels within seven contexts (Structures 19, 19B, 20, 21A, 21B, 22, and the Termination
Deposit) at Actuncan’s palace complex.
Hendon’s (1987, 1989, 1991) functional categories were based on examining the artifact
and architectural distribution of elite residential complexes to determine what types of activities
occurred within certain spaces. She analyzed ceramics, lithics, bones, and architectural layout to
conduct a distributional analysis. Based on the distribution of artifacts within discrete locales of
noble complexes, she (Hendon 1991:900) was able to delineate three types of buildings with
differing primary functions - residential, ancillary, and ritual.
Residential structures were most often constructed of stone on elevated platforms. These
structures contained a various number of rooms with and without benches. Outside of the
buildings terraces functioned as both walkways and food preparation and utilitarian item
production areas. Hendon found residential structures to be the most numerous type of building,
containing the most multi-functional ceramic artifact assemblages indicative of various day-today activities such as food preparation and consumption, family-based religious purposes, and
production (Hendon 1989:379, 1991:901-02; Robin 2004:157). Ancillary structures were small
single room structures constructed on top small platforms. These structure’s assemblages lack
ritual items and decorative serving vessels and have high proportions of storage and cooking
vessels; therefore, ancillary structures can be viewed as places for storing and cooking food
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(Hendon 1991:900; Robin 2004:157). The architectural arrangement of ritual structures set them
apart from residential and ancillary structures. Ritual structures rarely have associated burials or
caches and do not have associated middens (Hendon 1987:539-543; 1989:378; 1991:903).
Because of the nature of my dataset (I only examined ceramic artifacts) and the ways in
which Hendon tested her data, my data could not be statically compared to hers. However, I do
use her classes of activity based on artifact diversity (in my case, ceramics only) and her types of
building within a complex to discuss the function of rooms within Actuncan’s palace complex.
In addition, Harrison’s (1970) study of architectural configuration and room function is also
examined and applied to structures in Actuncan’s palace complex.
The following null and alternative hypothesis are concerned with testing differences in
the frequency of serving vessels/special function items and cooking/storage vessels from
different contexts within the Actuncan Palace Complex. The first part of the null hypothesis
states that there will be an equal proportion of cooking and storage vessels in the seven contexts
within Actuncan’s palace complex. The second part of the null hypothesis states that there will
be an equal proportion of serving vessels and special function items in the seven contexts within
Actuncan’s palace complex. The first part of the alternative hypothesis states there will be some
inequality in the proportion of cooking and storage vessels in the seven contexts within
Actuncan’s palace complex. The second part of the alternative hypothesis states there will be
some inequality in the proportion of serving vessels and special function items in the seven
contexts within Actuncan’s palace complex (Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4. Chi-Square Null and Alternative Hypothesis Related to Testing Hypothesis I.
Null Hypothesis:

Alternative Hypothesis:

H0: π19CS= π19BCS= π20CS= π21ACS= π21BCS= π22CS= πTDCS

HA: π19CS≠ π19BCS≠ π20CS≠ π21ACS≠ π21BCS≠ π22CS≠ πTDCS

π19SS= π19BSS= π20SS= π21ASS= π21BSS= π22SS= πTDSS

π19SS≠ π19BSS≠ π20SS≠ π21ASS≠ π21BSS≠ π22SS≠ πTDSS

Notes:
19=Structure 19
19B=Structure 19B
20=Structure 20
21A=Structure 21A
21B=Structure 21B
22=Structure 22
TD=Termination Deposit
CS=Cooking/Storage
SS=Serving/Special
α= 0.05

Table 5.5 below shows the proportions of cooking/storage vessels and serving/special
function items across the seven contexts within Actuncan’s palace complex. Cooking and storage
vessels accounted for over 90 percent of the assemblages from Structure 21A (92.0%, n=23) and
Structure 21B (95.7%, n=88). Similarly, Structures 19B and 22 exhibit high proportions of
cooking and storage vessels in their assemblages, which account for 78.6 percent (n=81) of
Structure 19B’s assemblage and 78.3 percent (n=126) of Structure 22’s assemblage. Structures
19 and 20, as well as the Termination Deposit, have the most equitable (although not equal)
proportions of cooking and storage to serving and ritual vessels. Cooking and storage vessels
represent 69.2 percent (n=27) of Structure 19’s assemblage, 71.2 percent (n=42) of Structure
20’s assemblage, and 70.7 percent (n=41) of the Termination Deposit’s assemblage.
Structure 19 had the highest proportion of serving vessels and special function items,
accounting for 30.8 percent (n=12) of the assemblage, but both Structure 20 and the Termination
Deposit had similar proportions to Structure 19. Serving vessels and special function items
represent 28.8 percent (n=17) of Structure 20’s assemblage and 29.3 percent (n=17) of the
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Termination Deposit’s assemblage. Structures 19B and 22 have slightly smaller proportions of
serving vessels and special function items, but still are similar to the assemblages from Structure
19B and Structure 22. Serving vessels and special function items account for 21.4 percent (n=22)
of Structure 19B’s assemblage and 21.7 percent (n=35) of Structure 22’s assemblage. All these
assemblages are distinctly different than Structures 21A and 21B, which have the lowest
proportion of serving vessels and special function items, accounting for only 8 percent (n=2) of
Structure 21A’s assemblage and 4.3 percent (n=4) of Structure 21B’s assemblage.

Table 5.5. Frequency of Cooking/Storage Vessels and Serving Vessels/Special Function Items in
Contexts at Actuncan’s Palace Complex
19

19B

20

21A

21B

22

TD

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Cooking/storage

27

69.2

81

78.6

42

71.2

23

92.0

88

95.7

126

78.3

41

70.7

Serving/special

12

30.8

22

21.4

17

28.8

2

8.0

4

4.3

35

21.7

17

29.3

Total:

39

103

59

25

92

161

58

χ2 = 25.283, df = 6, p<0.001

A chi-square test for group differences/homogeneity was calculated comparing the
proportion of cooking/storage vessels and serving vessels/special function items from the seven
contexts within Actuncan’s palace complex (Table 5.5, Table A.3). After running the chi-square,
I know this is the correct statistical analysis because none of the cells have expected frequencies
less than five (0% cells < 5), so the approximation is reasonable. There is a statistically
significant difference between the proportion of cooking/storage vessels and serving
vessels/special function items from the seven contexts within Actuncan’s palace complex
(p=0.000, p<0.05). Therefore, I reject the null hypothesis because the proportions of the groups
show statistically significant inequality.
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Signatures of Residential Structures. Many of the structures have ceramic assemblages
indicative of multi-functional (i.e., residential) spaces where serving and eating, as well as food
preparation and storage took place. Structures 19 and 20, as well as the Termination Deposit
have similar distributions. Around 30 percent of their assemblage is made up of serving vessels
and special function items, and the remaining 70 percent accounts for cooking and storage
vessels. Structure 19B’s and Structure 22’s assemblages are composed of a similar set of vessels
with 21 percent of the assemblage composed of serving vessels and special function items and 78
percent cooking and storage vessels. The artifact distribution of Structures 19, 19B, 20, and 22
therefore are more along the lines of what Hendon (1989, 1991) refers to as signatures of
“residential” structures.” While the Termination Deposit is not associated with residential
activities, it appears to have a wide range of forms including high proportions of serving and
ritual items and moderate amounts of cooking and storage vessels.
There is also architectural evidence to support these hypotheses. Structure 19B is a small
building attached to the east side of Structure 19 and its substructure was constructed of cutlimestone blocks. But no masonry walls were found on Structure 19B during 2012 excavations. I
speculate that this structure functioned in a multi-functional capacity, but likely not a residence
because of its location abutting Structure 19, a range structure. Further analysis of other artifact
classes and architecture could either support or deny this claim. Structure 20 is a low platform,
and its substructure also was made of cut-limestone blocks. During excavations a bench was
uncovered in what is thought to be either one or two rooms. The front (patio-side) of Structure 20
is thought to have served as a terrace (LeCount et al. 2005). This architectural arrangement
combined with the ceramic data leads me to believe that Structure 20 was the most likely
candidate for a residential building for the inhabitants of Group 8. Structure 22’s functional
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interpretation is rather difficult. As aforementioned, Structure 22 was thought to have been the
likely location of an ancestor shrine (Mixter and Freiwald 2013:37). Based on my data, Structure
22 was likely a multi-functional space. However, it also has the only comal found in the
complex, a spindle whorl, and ritual forms including censer fragments, a drum fragment, and a
figurine fragment. This combination suggests that it was the location of family-based rituals, the
preparation of cloth items and the toasting of tortillas, possibly for feasting, as well as other
activities.
Structure 19. Due to small sample sizes I combined the three rooms (Rooms 1, 2, and 3)
from Structure 19 for the chi-square analysis above (Table 5.5). However, after seeing the
results, I decided to examine the distribution of cooking and storage vessels versus serving
vessels and special-function items across the three rooms. I wanted to see if the ceramic data
supported the interpretations from the geochemical results. As previously discussed in Chapter 3,
the geochemical analysis tested plaster floor samples to determine room function. LeCount and
colleagues (2016) suggest that Structure 19’s central room, Room 3, may have been used to
entertain small groups of people who participated in food consumption in a private setting
because the soil signatures were concentrated in discreet locations along the L-shaped bench.
Room 2 is suggested to have been used for food storage, and Room 1 for the preparation of food
and possibly a location where food could have been eaten publicly (LeCount et al. 2016:462).
Table 5.6 shows the breakdown of cooking and storage vessels versus serving vessel and
special function items within the three rooms. These data show that Room 1 has the highest
frequency of serving vessels and special function items, comprising 64 percent (n=9) of the
Room 1 assemblage. Serving vessels and special function items account for around 12 percent of
the Room 2 (11.8%, n=2) and Room 3 (12.5%, n=1) assemblages. Almost 90 percent of Room 2
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and Room 3’s assemblages were composed of cooking and serving vessels compared to only 36
percent (n=5) of Room 1’s assemblage. These data indicate that indeed food consumption was
most likely taking place in Room 1 and storage occurred in Room 2; however, Room 3’s
assemblage did not match expectations. A chi-square was not conducted for this data because of
the small sample sizes. It is important to note that the small sample size also could skew the
frequencies. It is also possible that the ceramics from these contexts are mixed with the fill used
to ritually terminate (kill) the building in the Terminal Classic period and therefore are not
indicative of room function.

Table 5. 6. Frequency of Cooking/Storage Vessels and Serving Vessels/Special Function Items
in Rooms within Structure 19
Room 1
Room 2
Room 3
n

%

n

%

n

%

Cooking/storage

5

35.7

15

88.2

7

87.5

Serving/special

9

64.3

2

11.8

1

12.5

As a whole, Structure 19’s ceramic assemblage is indicative of multi-functional (i.e,
residential) use. However, the architectural arrangement Structure 19 and its’ artifact distribution
do not align with any of Hendon’s (1989, 1991) three functional room categories. Rather,
Structure 19’s orientation (single row of rooms facing a public plaza), public staircase, and
central bench indicate that the building functioned in an administrative capacity (Kowalski 1987;
Mixter 2017:70; Mixter et al. 2013:100; Seibert 2006:110).
Signatures of Ancillary Structures. The architectural features of Structures 21A and 21B
combined with the ceramic analysis indicates that these structures were most likely specialized
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ancillary buildings used for food preparation and storage. Ancillary structures are typically small
in size and often consist of a single room or a platform with a small perishable structure on top
(Hendon 1991:901). Harrison (1970:301) also suggested that single room structures were used
for storing liquids and food. Hendon (1991:901) notes that these types of structures have a high
frequency of cooking and storage vessels and a lack of ritual items and serving vessels. Structure
21A’s small size and lack of serving and ritual items suggest it functioned as a storage space,
although its red-painted walls and ashlar architecture suggest more regal-ritual functions for
earlier rooms. Structure 21B is thought to have been a platform for a perishable structure, and its
assemblage suggests food preparation and storage.
Termination Deposit. Although the material from the Termination Deposit dates to the
Terminal Classic period, it is important to discuss for a number of reasons. First, the Termination
Deposit is an in situ context. Second, it is believed that this material was all deposited all at once.
Third, this material is thought to be a termination ritual indicative of the abandonment of Group
8 (Mixter and Freiwald 2013). Of the items deposited during this ritual, around 30 percent of the
forms are indicative of serving and special function, while the remaining 70 percent are
indicative of cooking and storage. This artifact distribution is interesting to note because all the
materials were deposited during a ritual.
Discussion of Hypothesis I. While Hendon’s categories provide a broad interpretative
model, they do not provide baseline data for comparative purposes. My results indicate that
certain rooms within Actuncan’s palace complex were more likely used in a residential capacity
where day-to-day activities were carried out, whereas, other rooms were used in a more
specialized manner for administrative functions, feasting, ritual, and storage use. For instance,
Structure 19’s ceramic assemblage, architecture layout, and geochemical analysis suggest its
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function was administrative rather than residential (Kowalski 1987; Mixter 2017:70; Mixter et al.
2013:100; Seibert 2006:110). Other areas in the palace complex such as Structure 22 have a
moderate proportion of serving vessels and special function items, suggesting that it was likely a
multi-functional space where feasting, rituals, and crafting occurred, but these were likely smallscale or family-based given the small size of the enclosed patio. Structure 20 has the most
residential signature based on the composition of the ceramic assemblage, as well as architectural
arrangement. Structure 20’s size and multi-functional ceramic assemblage lead me to suggest it
was most likely the residence of Group 8’s inhabitants. The location of Structure 19B fronting
the plaza indicates that some of this serving might have been associated with public feasting in
Plaza C. The low proportion of serving vessels and special function items (a total of six items
from both rooms) in the assemblages from Structures 21A and 21B, and their architectural layout
supports the hypothesis from the geochemical analysis that these two rooms were likely used in a
specialized capacity for activities related to food preparation, cooking, and storage.

Hypothesis II: Comparing Ceramic Assemblages from Actuncan and Xunantunich’s Palace
Complexes.
My second hypothesis is: if inhabitants in Actuncan’s palace were subordinate to
Xunantunich, ceramic assemblages from Xunantunich’s royal palace will have a higher
frequency of painted ceramics (i.e., types within the Chunhuitz Group) and ash-ware
rims overall than Actuncan’s noble palace assemblages. I focus on examining the distribution of
ash-tempered pottery and in particular rims assigned to the Chunhuitz Group because it is the
only local ceramic group that contains painted polychrome vessels. These vessels were used for
feasting and gift giving (Reents-Budet 1994:87-8; Rice 2009:119), and as previously discussed,
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polychrome pottery is thought to have served as a form of social and political currency that was
controlled by the Maya elite (Foias 2004:151; LeCount 1999). To test this hypothesis, I compare
ceramic assemblages from Actuncan’s noble palace complex to ceramic assemblages from
Xunantunich’s royal palace complex.
LeCount (1999) examined the distribution of pottery across four social groups at
Xunantunich during the Late Classic period. Of the four groups, two are considered elite contexts
and two are considered commoner contexts. One of the elite contexts is Group A, Xunantunich’s
palace complex. Group A is of particular interest to this project. LeCount’s data for Group A
includes ceramic assemblages from three ancillary structures attached to Xunantunich’s palace
complex.
To compare these social contexts, LeCount first examined the frequency of different
ceramic wares and groups across contexts. The two types of wares LeCount focused on are
calcite and ash. As aforementioned, during the Late Classic period, calcite-tempered pottery was
the more prevalent ware, and was typically used to produce jars and large bowls for utilitarian
use, while volcanic ash wares were less prevalent and typically used to produce serving vessels.
In addition to examining the distribution of calcite and ash ware vessels, LeCount also looked at
the frequency of exotic ceramics across the four contexts. It is important to note that LeCount’s
data is comprised of rim sherds, not body sherds, due to their diagnostic features that allow for
vessel typing and form identification (LeCount 1999:Table 2; See Appendix Table A.2). With
this in mind, my analysis compares the ceramic assemblages from Actuncan’s palace complex to
the ceramic assemblages from Xunantunich’s palace complex (Group A) (LeCount 1999:Table
2) by examining the frequency of different ceramic wares and ceramic groups across contexts
using rim counts.
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To match the Actuncan sample as closely as possible to the Xunantunich sample, I
decided to omit certain contexts that did not fall within the parameters of what LeCount calls an
ancillary structure at Xunantunich (which is not the same criteria for the ancillary structures
described in hypothesis I). Therefore, the datasets from Actuncan’s range structure, Structure 19,
and the Termination Deposit were omitted for this hypothesis. For this hypothesis, I examined
rim sherds from Group 8’s non-administrative buildings: Structures 19B, 20, 21A, 21B, 22, and
Patio 1. The ceramic wares and groups of the Actuncan rim sherds are compared to
Xunantunich’s rim sherds from LeCount’s (1999) previously published data.
First, I examined the frequencies of wares within the non-administrative structures of
Group 8 (Structures 19B, 20, 21A, 21B, 22, and Patio 1). Second, I compare the frequencies of
ceramic groups. The total of each ceramic ware (calcite and ash) and group (Unslipped
calcite+mica, Mount Maloney, other slipped calcite, Belize, and Chunhuitz) are compared to
LeCount’s 1999 data (Table A.2). Below I discuss the comparison of wares and groups between
Actuncan and Xunantunich separately, by creating two sets of hypotheses. The first set of
hypotheses test ideas relating to the proportion of ceramic ware and the second set of hypotheses
test ideas relating to the proportion of ceramic groups.
Ceramic Ware. The following null and alternative hypothesis are concerned with testing
differences in the frequency of ceramic wares from Actuncan and Xunantunich. The first part of
the null hypothesis states there will be an equal proportion of calcite ware rims in the Actuncan
palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage. The second part of the null
hypothesis states there will be an equal proportion of ash ware rims in the Actuncan palace
assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage. The first part of the alternative hypothesis
states there will be an unequal proportion of calcite ware rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage
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and the Xunantunich palace assemblage. The second part of the alternative hypothesis states
there will be an unequal proportion of ash ware rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the
Xunantunich palace assemblage (Table 5.7).

Table 5.7. Chi-Square Null and Alternative Hypothesis Related to Testing the Ware Portion of
Hypothesis II.
Null Hypothesis:
H0: πACR= πXCR

Alternative Hypothesis:
HA: πACR≠ πXCR

πAAR= πXAR

πAAR≠ πXAR

Notes:
A = Actuncan
X = Xunantunich
CR = calcite ware rims
AR = ash ware rims
α= 0.05

Table 5.8 shows the compared proportions of ceramic rims from the two contexts,
Actuncan and Xunantunich, by the two ware categories (calcite and ash). Calcite-tempered rims
account for 87 percent (n=564) of the rims from Actuncan’s non-administrative structures, while
they account for 73 percent (n=570) of the rims from Xunantunich’s non-administrative
structures. Ash-tempered rims represent only 13 percent (n=84) of the rims from Actuncan’s
non-administrative structures, but account for 27 percent (n=210) of the rims from
Xunantunich’s non-administrative structures.
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Table 5.8. Frequency of Rim Sherds by Ceramic Ware and Group from Non-Administrative
Structures at Actuncan’s and Xunantunich’s Palace Complexes.
Actuncana
Wares:
Calcite ware
Ash ware
Total rims:
Calcite groups:
Unslipped groupsc
Mount Maloney
Other slipped groupsd
Ash groups:
Belize
Chunhuitz
Total rims:

Xunantunichb
%

n

%

n

564
84
648

87.0
13.0

570
210
780

73.1
26.9

109
117
22

38.0
40.8
7.7

174
273
56

27.5
43.2
8.9

33
6
287

11.5
2.10

61
68
632

9.7
10.8

Exotic rimse
0
5
Notes: For wares, χ2 = 42.191, df = 1, p = <0.001; For groups, χ2 = 26.681, df = 4, p = <0.001
a
includes Structures 19B, 20, 21A, 21B, 22, and Patio 1
b
includes Structure A-23, A-24, and A-25 (from LeCount 1999: Table 2; In Appendix:Table A.2)
c
includes Cayo, Cambio, and Macaw Bank Groups.
d
includes Dolphin Head, Vaca Falls, Garbutt, and Chial Groups (other slipped groups).
e
includes Palmar Group, San Lorenzo Black, and unspecified cream-slipped ash wares.

A chi-square test for group differences/homogeneity was calculated comparing the
proportion of calcite-tempered and ash-tempered rims in the Actuncan and Xunantunich palace
complexes (Table A.4). After running the chi-square I know this is the correct statistical analysis
because none of the cells have expected frequencies less than five (0% cells < 5), so the
approximation is reasonable. There is a statistically significant difference between the proportion
of calcite-tempered and ash-tempered rims in the Actuncan non-administrative structures versus
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in the Xunantunich non-administrative structures (p=0.000, p<0.05). Therefore, I reject both null
hypotheses because the proportions of the groups were not equal.
Ceramic Groups: Part I. The following null and alternative hypothesis are concerned
with testing differences in the frequency of ceramic groups from Actuncan and Xunantunich
(Table 5.8). The first part of the null hypothesis states there will be an equal proportion of
unslipped group rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace
assemblage. The second part of the null hypothesis states there will be an equal proportion of
Mount Maloney Group rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace
assemblage. The third part of the null hypothesis states there will be an equal proportion of other
slipped group rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage.
The fourth part of the null hypothesis states there will be an equal proportion of Belize Group
rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage. The fifth part
of the null hypothesis states there will be an equal proportion of Chunhuitz Group rims in the
Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage. The first part of the
alternative hypothesis states there will be an unequal proportion of unslipped group rims in the
Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage. The second part of the
alternative hypothesis states there will be an unequal proportion of Mount Maloney Group rims
in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage. The third part of the
alternative hypothesis states there will be an unequal proportion of other slipped group rims in
the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage. The fourth part of the
alternative hypothesis states there will be an unequal proportion of Belize Group rims in the
Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage. The fifth part of the
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alternative hypothesis states there will be an unequal proportion of Chunhuitz Group rims in the
Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage (Table 5.9).

Table 5.9. Chi-Square Null and Alternative Hypothesis Related to Testing the Ceramic Group:
Part I Portion of Hypothesis II.
Null Hypothesis:
Alternative Hypothesis:
H0: πAUG= πXUG
πAMM= πXMM
πAOSG= πXOSG
πAB= πXB
πAC= πXC

HA: πAUG≠ πXUG
πAMM≠ πXMM
πAOSG≠ πXOSG
πAB≠ πXB
πAC≠ πXC

Notes:
A = Actuncan
X = Xunantunich
UG = Unslipped Groups
MM = Mount Maloney
OSG = Other Slipped Groups
B = Belize
C = Chunhuitz
α = 0.05

Thirty-eight percent (n=109) of Actuncan’s rims are unslipped groups compared to 28
percent (n=174) in Xunantunich’s assemblage. Mount Maloney rims account for 41 percent of
Actuncan’s assemblage and 44 percent in Xunantunich’s assemblage. Other slipped calcite
groups represent similar proportions in the two contexts, 8 percent of the Actuncan assemblage
and 9 percent of the Xunantunich assemblage. Belize Group rims also have similar
representations in both contexts. Actuncan’s assemblage has 12 percent (n=33) Belize Group and
Xunantunich has 10 percent (n=61) Belize Group. A difference in proportions can be seen when
discussing Chunhuitz Group rims. Actuncan’s assemblage only has six (2.1%) Chunhuitz Group
rims, while Xunantunich assemblage has 68 (10.8%) Chunhuitz Group rims.
A chi-square test for group differences/homogeneity was calculated comparing the
proportion of unslipped calcite, Mount Maloney, other slipped calcite, Belize , and Chunhuitz
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Group rims in the Actuncan and Xunantunich palace complexes (Table 5.8; Table A.5). After
running the chi-square, I know this is the correct statistical analysis because none of the cells
have expected frequencies less than five (0% cells < 5), so the approximation is reasonable.
There is a statistically significant difference between the proportion of the ceramic groups from
the Actuncan ancillary structures versus from the Xunantunich ancillary structures (p = <0.001,
p<0.05). Therefore, I reject the null hypotheses because the proportions of the groups were not
equal.
Ceramic Groups: Part II. The results above show significant differences among
proportions of ceramic groups, but it is not necessarily the Chunhuitz Group proportions causing
the significance. In order to determine if some of the significance was in fact due to the
Chunhuitz proportions I conducted a follow-up analysis. In this analysis I combined all typed
groups together besides Chunhuitz (i.e., unslipped calcite, Mount Maloney, other slipped calcite,
and Belize), and compared these proportions to Chunhuitz proportions in a chi-square analysis.
The following null and alternative hypothesis are concerned with testing differences in
the frequency of “Other typed ceramic groups” versus the Chunhuitz Group from Actuncan and
Xunantunich (Table 5.10). The first part of the null hypothesis states there will be an equal
proportion of “Other typed group” rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich
palace assemblage. The second part of the null hypothesis states there will be an equal proportion
of Chunhuitz rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage.
The first part of the alternative hypothesis states there will be an unequal proportion of “Other
typed group” rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage.
The second part of the alternative hypothesis states there will be an unequal proportion of
Chunhuitz rims in the Actuncan palace assemblage and the Xunantunich palace assemblage.
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Table 5.10. Chi-Square Null and Alternative Hypothesis Related to Testing the Ceramic Group:
Part II Portion of Hypothesis II.
Null Hypothesis:
H0: πAOTG= πXOTG

Alternative Hypothesis:
HA: πAOTG≠ πXOTG

πAC= πXC

πAC≠ πXC

Notes:
A = Actuncan
X = Xunantunich
OTG = Other typed groups
C = Chunhuitz
α= 0.05

Only two percent of Actuncan’s assemblage is composed of Chunhuitz Group rims while
they account for 11 percent of Xunantunich’s assemblage (Table 5.11). The remaining 98
percent of typed rims from Actuncan are other groups compared to 89 percent at Xunantunich.
A chi-square test for group differences/homogeneity was calculated comparing the
proportion of “Other typed groups” to Chunhuitz Group rims in the Actuncan and Xunantunich
palace complexes (Table 5.11; Table A.6). After running the chi-square, I know this is the
correct statistical analysis because none of the cells have expected frequencies less than five (0%
cells < 5), so the approximation is reasonable. There is a statistically significant difference
between the proportion of “Other typed group” rims and Chunhuitz Group rims from the
Actuncan ancillary structures versus from the Xunantunich ancillary structures (p = <0.001,
p<0.05). Therefore, I reject the null hypothesis because the proportions of the groups were not
equal. This statistical analysis further supports my initial hypothesis that if inhabitants in
Actuncan’s palace were subordinate to Xunantunich, ceramic assemblages from
Xunantunich’s royal palace will have a higher frequency of ceramic groups with painted pottery
types (i.e., Chunhuitz) and ash-ware rims overall than Actuncan’s noble palace assemblages.
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Table 5.11. Frequency of Rim Sherds by Other typed groups and Chunhuitz Group from NonAdministrative Structures at Actuncan’s and Xunantunich’s Palace Complexes.
Actuncana
Xunantunichb

Other typed groupsc
Chunhuitz
Total:

n

%

n

%

281

97.9

564

89.2

6

2.1

68

10.8

287

632

Notes: χ2 = 20.033, df = 1, p = <0.001
a
includes Structures 19B, 20, 21A, 21B, 22, and Patio 1
b
includes Structure A-23, A-24, and A-25 (from LeCount 1999:Table 2; In Appendix:Table A.2)
c
includes Cayo, Cambio, Macaw Bank, Dolphin Head, Vaca Falls, Garbutt, Chial, and Belize Groups

Discussion of Hypothesis II. The results from the three chi-square tests (Table 5.8; Table
5.11) show inequalities in the proportions of ceramic wares and groups when comparing
Actuncan’s assemblage to Xunantunich’s assemblage. While both sites had acce3ss to calciteand ash-tempered wares, the frequency in which they occur varies significantly between the two
palace complexes. Xunantunich’s royal palace assemblage was found to have 27 percent ash
ware rims in contrast to Actuncan’s noble palace assemblage which has only 13 percent. This
inequality is magnified when examining the proportions of ash-tempered groups between the two
assemblages. In particular, there is great inequality when comparing the proportions of
Chunhuitz rims in Xunantunich’s assemblage to Actuncan’s assemblage. Chunhuitz Group
account for 11 percent of Xunantunich’s assemblage and only 2 percent of Actuncan’s
assemblage. In fact, the proportion of Chunhuitz Group rims in Actuncan’s assemblage replicates
that found in commoner households at Xunantunich (Table A.2). These patterns are very
important when discussing social relations between the two sites, and as LeCount (1999:252)
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states, “can be used to argue for some type of elite control of ash wares.” The difference in
polychrome distribution seen above also supports theories regarding its’ function as social
currency (Reents-Budet 1994:88). If the royal elites from Xunantunich ultimately controlled the
distribution of polychrome vessels in the surrounding area, then this could explain why the noble
elites at Actuncan had a much smaller number of polychrome vessels.

Hypothesis III: The Residents of Actuncan’s Palace.

Another question regarding Actuncan’s palace is who were its’ inhabitants – were they
local or non-local individuals? My final hypothesis is: if the inhabitants of Actuncan’s palace
were non-local, then ceramic assemblages from Actuncan’s palace will have a higher frequency
of exotic ceramic types than Xunantunich’s elite palace assemblages.
LeCount’s 1999 data also examined the frequency of exotic ceramics at Xunantunich.
Only 10 pieces of exotic ceramic were found in residential assemblages throughout seven
excavation seasons at Xunantunich (LeCount 1999:249). LeCount (1999:250) suggests the rare
nature of exotic pottery indicates that it was given as gifts to elites at Xunantunich from foreign
allies.
The bottom row of Table 5.8 shows the frequency of exotic pottery from Actuncan’s
assemblage compared to exotic pottery from Xunantunich’s assemblage. Five exotic rims were
identified in the Xunantunich assemblage, while no exotic rims were identified in the Actuncan
assemblage. A chi-square could not be run on this data because there cannot be a value of less
than one.
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Although this is a very small sample size, the rarity of exotic pottery is a testament to its’
value. LeCount (1999:252) discusses that exotic ceramics may have been an important political
currency for non-royal elites, illustrating the strength of ties between patron and client. Maya
royalty had many markers of status such as architecture, clothing, jewelry, and other prestige
goods. For non-royal elites, decorated ceramics were a visible display of status and social
connections, so the fact that Actuncan’s noble palace assemblage has no exotic pottery is very
interesting.
There are numerous reasons to suggest that non-local people would have higher
frequencies of non-local or exotic pottery than local people. First and foremost, non-local
inhabitants may have brought exotic pottery with them. Second, non-local inhabitants would
likely have had stronger trading and gifting ties to “homeland” families and patrons. If the
inhabitants of Actuncan’s palace complex were in fact non-local, then it is expected that they
would have some connections with their homeland and receive exotic pottery at a higher
frequency than local people would have. Third, non-local people may have preferred pottery
from their homeland. Since Actuncan’s palace complex assemblage has no exotic pottery, I
suggest the inhabitants were not foreign to the region.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

The analysis of the Late Classic ceramic assemblages from Actuncan’s palace complex,
as well as architectural arrangements and features, provides evidence regarding the function of
the structures that comprise it. Further, the comparison of Actuncan’s palace assemblage to
Xunantunich’s palace assemblage sheds light on the Late Classic political and social relationship
between Actuncan and Xunantunich, and the identity of the inhabitants of Actuncan’s palace
complex. In particular, this research provides data to support the notion that Actuncan was
subordinate to Xunantunich during the Late Classic period. The review of the current Maya
palace literature in Chapter 2 demonstrates the complexity of palace architecture and its’
variability in regard to form, size, and function. This complexity is reflective of the dynamic
social and political relationships among those who resided within the palace. This thesis provides
new information about this dynamic through detailed pottery analyses, which were lacking in
previous studies. I find that the form, paste composition, and surface treatment of ceramic
vessels provides great insight in terms of the function of the space in which they were found and
the status of those who used them.
In this chapter I provide an overview of the function of the structures within Actuncan’s
palace complex. Next, I discuss the Late Classic relationship between Actuncan and
Xunantunich based on the results of my analyses. Finally, I summarize current ideas regarding
the Late Classic inhabitants of Actuncan’s palace complex.
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Function of Rooms in Actuncan’s Palace Complex

Throughout this thesis I have demonstrated that the comparison of certain ceramic vessel
forms and their paste composition can shed light on the potential function(s) of the spaces in
which they were found. Combining this information with an examination of the structure’s
architectural elements and layout can allow one to infer function. I find that within Actuncan’s
palace complex there are three types of structures: administrative structures, residential
structures, and ancillary structures.
Administrative Structure. Structure 19 is Actuncan’s largest range structure. The public
orientation of Structure 19’s single row of tandem rooms, its’ steep central staircase, and its’
bench in the central room align with Kowalski’s (1987) functional criteria for an administrative
range structure. My ceramic analyses are consistent with these architectural criteria. The multifunctional nature of the ceramic assemblage indicates that Structure 19 could have served as the
location of feasting, storage and possibly small-scale cooking. Its rooms and the activities that
occurred within were visible to the entire community, unless curtains shielded the view of
activities from the public below. This arrangement allowed Actuncan’s noble ruler to carry out
activities and rituals that reaffirmed his status publicly, such as watching ballgames, feasting
with elites, and leading ceremonial processions (Mixter 2017:70).
Residential Structures. Many of the rooms in the palace complex have multi-functional
ceramic assemblages indicative of residential function. The best candidate for a residence is
Structure 20. Its platform is wider and lower than Structure 19 indicating that it could have
supported a number of perishable buildings on its summit. Further its private location and
internal architectural features including at least one bench speaks to the residential nature of the
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space. It also contains a multi-function ceramic assemblage that is suggestive of a residence.
However, Harrison (2003:104) states that in order to be considered a “permanent residence”
burials must be present, and currently no burials have been uncovered in Group 8. Structure
19B’s location (flanking Structure 19), its multi-function ceramic assemblage and architecture (a
low platform that probably held a perishable structure) suggest that the platform was used as an
area for cooking and feasting. Structure 22 also has a multi-functional ceramic assemblage.
However, the eastern location of Structure 22, which is typically associated with ancestor
shrines, and the presence of censer fragments, a figure part, a drum fragment, and the only
identified comal within the complex indicate this space was being used in a special way, even if
only on a small-scale for the inhabitants of the palace complex.
Ancillary Structures. Ancillary structures are typically small in size, often consisting of a
single room, and have ceramic assemblages with a high frequency of cooking and storage vessels
and a lack of ritual items (Hendon 1991:901). Structures 21A and 21B have distinctly different
assemblages from the other structures within the palace complex. Both structures have a very
high frequency of storage and cooking vessels and a lack of serving vessels and special function
items. This information combined with their architectural layout (platforms with perishable
structures built on top) suggests they were reserved as an area to cook and store food.

Late Classic Relationship Between Actuncan and Xunantunich

The various arrangements and complexities evident in Maya palace architecture reflect
the dynamic social and political landscape in which they were constructed. Examining
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differences in palace architecture and associated ceramic assemblages from sites that were
simultaneously occupied can shed light on hierarchical relationships.
Xunantunich’s palace complex aligns with the criteria for a Major Center, although the
size and layout of its’ architecture is on the smaller and less elaborate end of the spectrum
compared to Tikal or other super-state capitals. However, the simultaneous expansion of
Xunantunich’s monumental core and construction of an art-program on the stucco moldings of
the palace and El Castillo signal that Xunantunich was a royal center in the Late Classic period,
but not the “autonomous royal center” of the region (Yaeger 2010:153-8).
In terms of size and complexity Actuncan’s palace complex aligns with Type 4 groups on
the Harvard typology scale. Type 4 groups exhibit mounds with a maximum height of 10 meters
surrounding multiple connected courtyards (Christie 2003a:6; Hendon 1987:53; Webster
1989:7). Actuncan’s Late Classic palace complex included eight ancillary structures surrounding
three patios which extended off the back of an Administrative range structure. This range
structure, Structure 19, stood at 5.7 meters tall, and the five conjoined rooms within looked out at
the main plaza.
Actuncan’s Type 4 palace complex also was constructed in the Late Classic period.
During this time, Structure 19 was renovated, and Group 8 was built onto the back to form the
palace complex. Previous interpretations of Actuncan’s Late Classic palace complex suggest it
was likely occupied by a noble vassal of the king of Xunantunich (Mixter 2017:68; Mixter et al.
2013). Differences in the distribution of Chunhuitz Group, which includes the only common,
locally available polychrome style (i.e., Benque Viejo Polychrome) vessels at Actuncan and
Xunantunich further support this notion.
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If the Xunantunich royal elite controlled the distribution of local polychrome serving
vessels through production or exchange relations during the Late Classic period, then they would
have had more access to these items than the noble elite from Actuncan. The elite control of this
social currency explains the significant differences evident in the ceramic assemblages.
Xunantunich’s royal inhabitants had access to and acquired more polychrome vessels than
Actuncan’s subordinate noble inhabitants.

The Late Classic Residents of Actuncan’s Palace Complex

I hypothesized that a higher frequency of exotic pottery in Actuncan’s assemblages
compared to Xunantunich’s assemblage would be suggestive of foreigners inhabiting Actuncan’s
palace. However, no exotic rims were found in Actuncan’s assemblage compared to the five that
were found at Xunantunich. Therefore, I suggest that the inhabitants of Actuncan’s palace
complex were local and not foreign to the region. In the future, a larger sample size would make
these results stronger. Further, the only sure way to know if the residents of Actuncan’s palace
were local or non-local is to conduct a strontium analysis on their bones. However, no bodies
have been excavated from the complex, so until a body is uncovered we will not know for certain
whom the residents of the palace were in the Late Classic period.
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APPENDIX A
Table A.1.

Op
#

Structure/Area

Analytical
Unit*

AU Cultural
Name

Excavated
Lots

Analyzed
Lots

TPQ

24

Structure 21A

AU16

Chesnut Fill

F/3; I/3

I/3

LCI

24

Structure 21A

AU17

Cobble Cedar

F/4; G/3;
J/2; AA/2,4;
BB/2

J/2; BB/2

LC

24

Structure 21A

AU18

Limestone Cedar

G/2; AA/3

AA/3

LCI

24

Structure 21A

AU19

Manioc Fill

G/4; AA/5

G/4; AA/5

LC

24

Structure 21A

AU 20

Onion Fill

G/5

G/5

LCI

23

Structure 21B

AU3

Str. 21B South
Collapse I

A/2,3;
E/2,3;
F/2,3; I/2;
J/2

A/2,3; I/2;
J/2

LCII

23

Structure 21B

AU4

Str. 21B South
Collapse II

A/4; E/4;
F/4; I/3; J/3

A/4; E/4; J/3

LCII

23

Structure 21B

AU5

Str. 21B Surface
Collapse

C/2; D/2;
G/2; H/2

H/2

LC

23

Structure 21B

AU10

Upper Stair 1

F/8; G/3;
J/6; K/2

G/3

LC

23

Structure 21B

AU11

Stairs 2

F/9; G/4;
J/7; K/3

J/7

LCII

23

Structure 21B

AU12

Str.21B Fill

C/3,4; D/3

C/3

LCII

23

Structure 21B

AU13

Magnolia Wall
Fill

C/5,6

C/5,6

LC
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24

Structure 21B

AU12

Str. 21B Cobble
Fill

E/4,5;
H/4,5;
M/2,3;
N/2,3
E/6; H/6

E/4,5; H/4,5;
M/2,3; N/2,3

LCI or LCII

24

Structure 21B

AU13

Fill below Str.
21B

E/6; H/6

LCI

24

Structure 21B

AU15

Redwood Fill

D/5; X/3

D/5

C

24

Termination
Deposit

AU4

Feature 1

A/5; B/5;
P/3; Q/3; R/3

TC

Termination
Deposit

AU5

Material on
Lettuce Floor

A/5; B/5;
P/3; Q/3;
R/3
B/6; P/4;
Q/4; R/4

24

B/6; P/4; R/4

LC, TC?

23

Patio 1

AU6

Squash Fill

A/5; E/5;
F/5; I/4; J/4

E/5; I/4; J/4

LC IIb

23

Patio 1

AU7

Squash Cobble
Fill

A/6

A/6

Not
established

23

Patio 1

AU 14

Potato Fill

A/7; E/6;
F/10; G/5

A/7; E/6; G/5

EL or LC

4

Structure 20

No AU

Surface

B/1

B/1

LC

4

Structure 20

No AU

Collapse

B/2,6; D/2

B/2,6; D/2

LC

4

Structure 20

No AU

Platform Fill

B/3,4,5,7;
C/3,4

B/3,4,5,7;
C/3,4

LC

4

Structure 20

No AU

Humus

C/1; D/1; E/1

LC

4

Structure 20

No AU

Fill

C/1; D/1;
E/1
C/2,5

C/2,5

LC

20

Structure 22

AU2

Structure 22-1st
west collapse

A/2,3,4;
B/2,3,4;
C/2,3,4;
D/2,3,4;
E/2,3,4;
F/2,3,4;
G/2,3,4;
H/2,3,4;
I/2,3,4

A/2,3,4;
B/2,3,4;
C/2,3,4;
D/2,3,4;
E/2,3,4;
F/2,3,4;
G/2,3,4;
H/2,3,4;
I/2,3,4

LC and TC

20

Structure 22

AU4

Patio floor and
ballast, Elmer
Floor 2

A/6; B/6;
C/6; D/6;
E/6; F/6; G/6;

LC

20

Structure 22

AU13

Fill below Andre
Floor

A/6; B/6;
C/6; D/6;
E/6; F/6;
G/6;
M/2; N/2

M/2; N/2

LC

22

Structure 19

AU14

Collapse Room 1

QQ/2,
RR/2, SS/2,
TT/2,
UU/2,

QQ/2, RR/2,
SS/2, TT/2,
UU/2,
WW/2,

LCII & TC
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WW/2,
YY/2,
ZZ/2,
AAA/2,
BBB/2,
DDD/2,
EEE/2,
FFF/2,
GGG/2,
III/2

YY/2, ZZ/2,
AAA/2,
BBB/2,
DDD/2,
EEE/2,
FFF/2,
GGG/2, III/2

22

Structure 19

AU15

Collapse Room 2

CC/2,
DD/2, FF/2,
GG/2, JJ/2,
KK/2,
LL/2,
MM/2

CC/2, DD/2,
FF/2, JJ/2,
KK/2, LL/2,
MM/2

LC

22

Structure 19

AU16

Collapse Room 3

S/2, T/2,
U/2, V/2,
W/2, X/2,
EE/2, HH/2

S/2, T/2, U/2,
V/2, W/2,
X/2, EE/2,
HH/2

LC

22

Structure 19

AU21

Limestone Fill
Room 2

CC/3,
DD/3, FF/3,
GG/3, II/3,
JJ/3

CC/3, DD/3,
FF/3, GG/3,
II/3

LC

22

Structure 19

AU24

Blue Floor

S/5, T/6,
W/4, HH/4

HH/4

LC

25

Structure 19B

AU4

Artifact
concentration

A/5

A/5

LC

25

Structure 19B

AU5

Granadillo Wall
fill

B/3, 4, 5

B/3, 4, 5

LC

25

Structure 19B

AU6

Limey fill

A/6

A/6

LCIIb

25

Structure 19B

AU7

Collapse North

C/2, 3

C/2, 3

LCII

25

Structure 19B

AU8

Craboo Wall fill

C/4

C/4

LC

* Analytical Units pertain specifically to operation
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Table A.2. LeCount 1999:Table 2.
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Table A.3.SPSS Crosstabulation and chi-square output for vessel function by rooms at Actuncan.
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Table A.4. SPSS Crosstabulation and chi-square for ceramic ware by context.
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Table A.5. SPSS Crosstabulation and chi-square for ceramic group by context.
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Table A.6. SPSS Crosstabulation and chi-square for “Other typed groups” and Chunhuitz Orange
by context.
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APPENDIX B
Table B.1. Code Book.
Variable Name
CASEID

Variable Description
Case ID, or unique identifier
number for each sherd type

Values
Continuous

PROV

Provenience, denoted by
operation number, unit letter,
and lot number

String

ROOM

Room/area within the palace

1 = Structure 19
2 = Structure 19B
3 = Structure 20
4 = Structure 21A
5 = Structure 21B
6 = Structure 22
7 = Termination Deposit
8 = Patio 1

TEMPER

The paste composition of
sherds

SURFACE

Based on the condition of the
surface treatment of sherds

BODYPART

Distinguishes body sherds
from rim sherds from other
ceramic forms.
Recorded form of rim and
diagnostic sherds

1 = ash
2 = calcite
3 = mica
1 = eroded
2 = slipped
3 = plain
1 = Body
2 = Rim
3 = Other
1 = Bowl
2 = Censer
3 = Comal
4 = Dish
5 = Drum
6 = Effigy Vessel
7 = Figure Part
8 = Jar
9 = Lid
10 = Olla
11 = Pan
12 = Plate

FORM
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13 = Rattle
14 = Spindle Whorl
15 = Unknown
16 = Vase
17 = Ocarina
18 = unknown
FUNFORM

Function category based on
vessel form and paste
composition

DECORATION

Decoration recorded from
sherds
Color of slipped sherds
recorded

SLIP

1 = cooking
2 = production
3 = ritual
4 = service
5 = storage
String
1 = black
2 = red
3 = orange
4 = natural
String

WARE

Assessment of ceramic Ware,
based on Gifford (1976).

GROUP

Assessment of ceramic
Group, based on Gifford
(1976).

String

TYPE

Assessment of ceramic Type,
based on Gifford (1976).

String

FREQUENCY

Number of sherds in bag
showing same physical
characteristics

Continuous

SPECIALID

ID number given to rim
sherds that were pulled from
artifact bags for
measurements and photos.
Any significant comments on
certain sherds/lots were
recorded in this section

String

COMMENTS
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String

Table B.2. Vessel Part: Count and Frequency by Context
Body
Context

Rim

Other
n
%

n

%

n

%

875

93.7

58

6.2

1

0.1

Structure 19B

1699

92.3
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7.7

-

-

Structure 20

1527

94.6

88

5.4

-

-

Structure 21A

634

40

5.9

-

-

Structure 21B

2121

92.9

161

7.0

2

0.1

Structure 22

1705

89.5

199

10.4

1

0.1

Termination Deposit

743

91.4

69

8.5

1

0.1

Patio 1

184

91.1

18

8.9

-

-

Structure 19

Total sherds:

94.1

10,268
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